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Examination of Calcium’s Role in Mammalian Primary Intraciliary Protein Trafficking 

 

ABSTRACT 

The primary cilium is an organelle found on nearly every cell in our body. It is a small 

organelle, averaging from 5-10 micrometers in length and about 500 nanometers in diameter. 

The loss or defect in proteins specific to primary cilia functions result in a class of diseases 

collectively called ciliopathies. There are many signaling pathways that localize to primary cilia, 

but how they work and are regulated are not fully known. Research has demonstrated that 

primary cilia possess ion channels and have an elevated resting calcium concentration. What role 

calcium plays in primary cilia function is unclear. Further, protein synthesis does not occur 

inside primary cilia. Proteins may enter cilia passively, by diffusion, or actively by a process that 

trafficks proteins in and out of cilia. This process is referred to as Intraflagellar Transport (IFT) 

and is completed by a multiprotein complex. The singular and small dimensions of a primary 

cilium pose technical challenges to answer these questions. 

The aim of this thesis is to understand IFT as it relates to calcium in primary cilia and 

study IFT dynamics at long and short timescales. An assay that involves tracking two IFT 

particles using a sparse labeling strategy coupled to advanced imaging modalities was created. 

Changes in calcium concentration were measured with genetically encoded calcium sensors, 

localized to either the cytoplasm or cilia. Trafficking rates of the IFT proteins (IFT88 and 

IFT25), with varying calcium concentrations and time courses were then quantified with a semi-

automated analysis technique. Short-timescale studies employed a calcium caging compound 
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loaded into cells and released calcium ions with a short-wavelength laser. Results from this study 

demonstrated that IFT proteins in mouse fibroblast primary cilia travel faster in the direction 

from the base to the tip of the cilia (anterograde) than in reverse direction (retrograde), an 

observation consistent with other published studies. However, perturbing calcium concentration 

did not elicit changes in the velocities of the IFT proteins at any timescale. 

Changes in calcium concentration did not alter the IFT velocities in primary cilia and so 

the role of elevated resting calcium concentration remains unclear. Future investigations will 

require extensive studies of the entire IFT complex and its interaction with calcium. 

Development of new assays to probe activities of calcium-binding proteins, membrane and 

microtubule states in primary cilia during changes of calcium concentration will also advance 

understanding in ciliary functions. 
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Chapter 1:  

Introduction 

1.1 What is a cilium? 

Evolution, defined by natural selection, is described as survival of the fittest. Even the 

most basic organisms on the planet, a single cell and the sum of its biological processes, have 

demonstrated the essential survival quality of problem solving. An organism has to find a way to 

harness energy, respond to the changing environments, and reproduce. To aid in these 

requirements, primordial single-cell organisms isolated their cellular contents from the 

environment and formed specialized cellular compartments. In addition to differentiation and 

compartmentalization, cells have to solve the problem of motility. Nutrient identification, 

predator evasion, and mate localization require some form of movement. While later organisms 

evolved to crawl or roll on a solid surface, the earliest organisms swam in a fluid medium. To 

achieve locomotion in a fluid, eukaryotic single cells developed a single whip-like structure or 

multiple tiny hairs to generate fluid motions. As early as the divergence from the last eukaryotic 

common ancestor (LECA) some billion years ago, some of these whip-like structures were 

repurposed for signaling (Satir, et al., 2008).  

Cilium and flagellum are the evolutionary descendants of these whip-like structures and 

refer to hair-like structures found on the cell surface. A cilium is much smaller than the typical 

size of a eukaryotic cell, with a diameter of hundreds of nanometers and a length of several 

microns (up to 200 microns in frog olfactory epithelia) (Reese, 1965). The volume that it holds is 

on the order of femtoliters, comparable to a bacterium (Nachury, 2014). These specialized parts 

of the cell, or organelles, are found in all eukaryotic kingdoms of life, from unicellular plants and 

algae to protists, gametes of plants, and somatic cells of animals. Antony van Leeuwenhoek first 
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described these “little legs” in 1675 using his newly developed microscope to observe the 

organelle in protozoa (Dobell & Leeuwenhoek, 1932). In humans, nearly all cells form cilia at 

various stages from embryo to adulthood  (Satir, et al., 2008) (Venkatesh, 2017). Cells lining the 

airway, brain ventricles, and oviduct have “motile cilia” that beat to move mucus, cerebrospinal 

fluid, and oocytes. Each sperm has a beating flagellum for propulsion. Hair cells in the inner ear 

have “kinocilia” that facilitate auditory mechanotransduction. In the eyes, photoreceptors form a 

specialized cilium that connects the cell body to the outer segment (Li, et al., 2015). In olfactory 

neurons, sensory cilia express G-protein coupled odorant receptors that facilitate olfaction 

(Jenkins, et al., 2009). In the gastrulation period, when an embryo is forming multi-layered 

tissues, cells in the embryonic node have nodal cilia that modulate fluid flow within the node. 

The nodal flow is critical for establishing a proper left-right body asymmetry during 

development (Praetorius & Spring, 2005). Almost all other cell types, except for blood borne 

cells, hepatocytes, and pancreatic endocrine cells, have an additional immotile cilia that is 

retained in adulthood, termed primary cilia (Venkatesh, 2017) (Wheatley, 2018). Previously 

thought to be a vestigial organelle, increasing evidence suggested that primary cilia can function 

as sensory antenna, housing a variety of signaling pathways. The term primary refers to their 

expression, as most cells have only one primary cilium (Sorokin, 1968). Despite their similar 

morphology, primary cilia, sensory cilia, and flagella are different in their underlying structures 

and molecular compositions. 

 

1.2 Ciliopathies: diseases of cilia 

Dysfunction of cilia is associated with an array of diseases collectively called ciliopathies 

(Reiter & Leroux, 2017). Since cilia are found in most mammalian cells, their defect or absence 
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affect multiple organs, often resulting in multi-system disorders. Depending on the ciliary 

component/process affected, ciliopathies manifest from in utero development to late adulthood 

with variable severity. Ciliopathies are relatively rare, with incidence rates ranging from 1 in 

1000 for Autosomal Dominant Polycystic Kidney Disease (ADPKD) to 1 in 160,000 for Bardet-

Biedl Syndrome (BBS) in northern European populations (Tobin & Beales, 2009) (Forsythe & 

Beales, 2003 [Updated 2015]). However, ciliopathy-like phenotypes are more commonly 

observed in the population. The prevalence of cystic kidney and retinal degeneration are about 1 

in 500, while the more rare polydactyly is about 1 in 3,000  (Tobin & Beales, 2009).  

Ciliopathies are further compartmentalized by the type of cilia affected. Motile 

ciliopathies, or Primary Ciliary Dyskinesia (PCD), encompass a set of diseases exclusively 

caused by impairment in the motility of motile cilia. These diseases include situs inversus (an 

anomaly in left-right patterning of the body), chronic bronchitis, sinusitis and atelectasis (defects 

in clearance of lung mucus), male infertility and female reduced fertility, and hydrocephalus 

(accumulation of cerebrospinal fluid in the brain cavities) (Horani, et al., 2016). Comparatively, 

nonmotile ciliopathies are caused by defects in primary cilia, and include Bardet-Biedl 

Syndrome (BBS), Nephronophthisis (NPHP), Alström Syndrome (ALMS), Meckel Syndrome 

(MKS), Joubert Syndrome (JBTS), Polycystic Kidney Disease (PKD), etc (Tobin & Beales, 

2009). Surprisingly, these diseases are due to different mechanistic malfunctions, which will be 

covered in the following paragraphs. However, it is important to note that this brief list of well 

described ciliopathies is expected to grow as more ciliary proteins are discovered.  

Bardet-Biedl Syndrome is an autosomal recessive condition and the first ascribed to a 

primary cilia disorder (Beales, et al., 1999) (Ansley, et al., 2003). Common symptoms are 

polydactyly (presence of extra digits beyond a thumb and four fingers), cystic kidney, retinitis 
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pigmentosa (degeneration of photoreceptors in the retina of the eyes), central (or abdominal) 

obesity, mental retardation, hypogonadism (reduced functions of the gonads), and situs inversus 

(Beales, et al., 1999). Mutations in at least 15 genes are linked to the disease, including BBS1-12 

of the BBSome complex, and involve ciliary signaling (Tobin & Beales, 2009). 

Nephronophthisis is an autosomal recessive cystic kidney disorder, manifested as 

corticomedullary clustering of cysts, tubular dilation and atrophy, and tubulointerstitial fibrosis. 

Progression of the disease eventually leads to end-stage renal failure in children and young adults 

(Simms, et al., 2009). The disorder can develop as multisystem disease, often in conjunction to 

retinal dystrophy (retinal degeneration) and Joubert syndrome (Hildebrandt & Zhou, 2007). 

Mutations in at least nine genes encoding NPHP1-9 have been implicated in NPHP, most of 

which are found in renal cilia (Simms, et al., 2009). 

Joubert syndrome is an autosomal recessive disease described by hypotonia (decreased 

muscle tone), ataxia (lack of muscle control and coordination of voluntary movements), severe 

psychomotor delay, oculomotor apraxia (related to ataxia), and episodes of rapid breathing 

(Tobin & Beales, 2009). A prominent neuroradiological feature is the Molar Tooth Sign (MTS) 

or Molar Tooth Malformation (MTM), which indicates the aplasia or hypoplasia of the cerebellar 

vermis, thickened superior cerebellar peduncles and deepened interpeduncular fossa (Louie & 

Gleeson, 2005). These anatomical structures connect the cerebellum to the brainstem. Genomic 

analyses revealed that several genes associated with Joubert Syndrome overlap with other 

ciliopathies. Mutations in the Abelson helper integration site 1 (AHI1) gene, whose protein 

product is appropriately named Jouberin, for example, are responsible for 7-11% of all the JBTS 

cases with retinopathy (damage to the retina) and cystic kidneys (Parisi, et al., 2006). The 

classical form of Joubert syndrome is caused by mutations in the ciliary gene encoding adenosine 
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diphosphate (ADP) ribosylation factor like guanosine triphosphate (GTP) hydrolase (GTPase) 

13B (ARL13B), which is a member of Rat sarcoma (Ras) superfamily of GTPases (Cantagrel, et 

al., 2008). ARL13B localizes to primary cilia of several tissues that are involved in the JBTS, 

including epithelial cells lining the renal collecting ducts, retinal photoreceptors, and cerebellar 

granule neurons (Cantagrel, et al., 2008). Studies of ARL13B in mice have recapitulated 

observations in human patients. Conditional deletion of ARL13B in mouse kidneys showed rapid 

kidney cyst formation (Li, et al., 2016). Loss of ARL13B during development causes 

degeneration of photoreceptors, whereas deletion of the protein in adult rod cells results in 

improper localization of rhodopsin (Dilan, et al., 2019). Moreover, mutations of the ARL13B 

gene lead to disrupted cell patterning in the neural tube during development (Caspary, et al., 

2007). 

One of the most clinically severe ciliopathies is Meckel syndrome, an autosomal 

recessive disease characterized by renal cystic dysplasia with fibrotic liver and malformations in 

the central nervous system (Tobin & Beales, 2009). Other manifestations of the disease include 

polydactyly, cleft palate, cardiac abnormalities, and developmental defects of the reproductive 

system. Affected individuals die from respiratory or renal failure. The disease has been 

associated with five genes: MKS1 and MKS3-6. 

The motile and nonmotile ciliopathies are not mutually exclusive. Moreover, there are 

proteins that contribute to ciliary function, but do not reside in cilia. Defects in these non-ciliary 

proteins may also result in ciliopathies. Examples include Regulatory factor X (RFX) 

transcription factors, which are important for cilia formation (Choksi, et al., 2014), and Dynein 

axonemal assembly factor (DNAAF) proteins, which are involved in assembly of axonemal 

dynein complexes in the cytoplasm (Mitchison, et al., 2012). Loss of RFX2/3/4 leads to 
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truncated and dysfunctional cilia (Choksi, et al., 2014) whereas loss-of-function mutations in 

human DNAAF3 gene caused situs inversus (Mitchison, et al., 2012). In contrast, some ciliary 

proteins may also function outside cilia. These extraciliary functions are mostly found in cells 

that do not form cilia, such as T cells. For example, in ciliated cells, Intraflagellar Transport 20 

(IFT20) regulates the transport of ion channels from the Golgi to the cilium (Follit, et al., 2006). 

In non-ciliated T-lymphocytes, when activated by antigen-presenting cells (APCs), a centrosome 

docks at the contacting region of the membrane and initiates vesicle trafficking and arrangement 

of molecules at the site, forming an organized immunological synapse (Čemerski & Shaw, 

2006). Reducing IFT20 expression leads to disrupted T-cell receptor/Cluster of differentiation 3 

(TCR/CD3) localization at the immunological synapse, suggesting an extraciliary role in the 

recycling of the TCR/CD3 complex (Finetti, et al., 2009).  

 

1.3 Types and structures of cilium 

All cilia and flagella share a common structural feature: a microtubule-based core called 

the axoneme. The axoneme consists of a 9-fold symmetric ring of microtubule pairs, with or 

without an additional microtubule pair at its center. The microtubules extend from a microtubule-

organizing center (MTOC) called the basal body, which is located at the base of the cilium or 

flagella proximal to the cell body. The basal body is derived from the mother centriole of the 

cell, with nine sets of microtubule triplets, that docks to an area of the plasma membrane to 

initiate ciliogenesis. A ciliary membrane is continuous with the cell membrane but has unique 

protein and lipid compositions (Emmer, et al., 2010). At the base of a cilium, a complex of 

proteins forms the Transition Zone (TZ) and are anchored to the ciliary membrane. This TZ is 

thought to semi-separate the cilium from the cytoplasm and regulate the exchange of molecules 
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between the cilium and the cell body. Cilia and flagella thus form a membrane-surrounded, but 

not isolated, organelle at the cell periphery. 

As mentioned above, cilia are categorized into two general groups: motile and non-motile 

(primary). As discerned from electron micrographs, motile cilia and flagella contain 

microtubules arranged in a “9+2” pattern, with nine microtubule doublets in the periphery, 

designated as A-tubule (complete) and B-tubule (partial), and two microtubule singlets in the 

middle shaft (Figure 1.1, Right). In between the microtubules, motor protein arms link the 

peripheral doublets to the central pair. These inner and outer dynein arms generate ciliary 

motility via the sliding of microtubules. Nonmotile (primary) cilia form the second group. They 

do not have the underlying structural components to generate movements. Primary cilia mostly 

consist of microtubule doublets arranged in a “9+0” pattern, lacking the two middle microtubule 

singlets and the dynein arms (Figure 1.1, Left). During evolution, it is hypothesized that primary 

cilia lost their motile componentry and became important signaling entities for growth and 

development of multicellular organisms.  

 

 
 
Figure 1.1. A schematic showing the arrangements of microtubules in cilia and flagella. (Left) 
9+0 arrangement. Each microtubule doublet contains a complete A-tubule and an incomplete B-
tubule. (Right) 9+2 arrangement, with two microtubules at the center. (Black) Outer dynein arms 
(ODAs) and inner dynein arms (IDAs). (Blue) Radial spokes. 

 

A 
B 
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Last, there are other types of cilia that do not fit these descriptions, such as the nodal cilia 

and specialized cilia. The nodal cilium has a similar 9+0 arrangement of microtubule doublets 

(as primary cilia), but has dynein arms between microtubule doublets providing motility to the 

cilium (Hirokawa, et al., 2006). The rotational movement generated by the nodal cilium was 

attributed to this structural difference from the motile cilium (Shinohara, et al., 2015). 

Mammalian olfactory sensory neurons have 9+2 cilia, similar to motile cilia, but lack dynein 

arms, rendering them immotile (Menco, 1984). Olfactory cilia have two sections: a thicker, 

shorter proximal portion (~300 nm wide and ~2-3 𝜇m in length) with microtubules arranged in a 

9+2 pattern, and a longer distal segment (~50	𝜇m) containing only 1-4 singlet microtubules 

(Menco, 1997). An olfactory neuron can have 10-30 sensory cilia, projecting over a long 

distance from its dendritic knob. With an interweaving mesh of cilia, olfactory neurons can 

maximize the surface area and detection range of odorants (Menco, 1992). Evolution has 

tweaked the forms of cilia to fit the diverse functions. In this dissertation, I will be focusing on 

the nonmotile, primary cilia. 

 

1.4 Constructing a cilium 

 How does a cilium form? Evidence suggests two possible modes of ciliogenesis. In 

polarized epithelial cells, a mother centriole translocates and docks to a region of the cell 

membrane directly (Sorokin, 1968). A second mode for the initial step of ciliogenesis was 

observed in fibroblasts, involving vesicle fusion (Sorokin, 1962). In this mode, the distal 

appendages of the mother centriole first engage small vesicles, termed the distal appendage 

vesicles (DAVs), which then fuse to form a single ciliary vesicle. Inside the ciliary vesicle, a 

rudimentary axoneme begins extending, forming an internal cilium. The vesicle eventually fuses 
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to the plasma membrane, releasing the cilium to the outside of the cell. The basal body is 

anchored to the membrane by these distal appendages, forming the transition fibers. On the 

proximal side of the basal body, Outer dense fiber protein 2 (ODF2) recruits the Ninein to 

promote microtubule nucleation and anchoring (Delgehyr, et al., 2005). Once the basal body is 

established, protein subunits of the microtubule, called tubulins, are added to the tip of the 

elongating axonemal microtubules, distal to the basal body (Johnson & Rosenbaum, 1992). 

The TZ forms at the junction between basal body and the axoneme, with Y-shaped fibers 

attaching to the ciliary necklace (Reiter, et al., 2012). Several proteins implicated in ciliopathies, 

including NPHP and MKS protein complexes, reside in the TZ (Williams, et al., 2011). These 

proteins were inferred to have other functions beyond structural purposes, such as interaction 

with vesicles and securing Y-links to the membrane (Craige, et al., 2010) (Williams, et al., 

2011). Numerous studies suggest that the TZ functions as a selective membrane barrier, 

regulating the ciliary membrane lipids and proteins (Reiter, et al., 2012) (Gonçalves & Pelletier, 

2017). For example, the loss of Tectonic family member 1 (TCTN1), which is a protein in the 

MKS complex, results in a reduced (or total loss of) ciliary protein localization, including the 

mis-trafficking of ARL13B, Smoothened (SMO), Adenylyl Cyclase isoform 3 (ACIII), GPR161 

(a G-protein coupled receptor; GPCR), and Polycystin-2 (PC2) (Garcia-Gonzalo, et al., 2011). 

Mutations in MKS-5, which localizes in the TZ of cilia in a nematode Caenorhabditis elegans, 

lead to a redistribution and enrichment in cilia of the lipid phosphatidylinositol (4,5) 

bisphosphate (PI(4,5)P2), which is normally excluded from cilia (Jensen, et al., 2015). The TZ 

may also restrict the entry of non-ciliary proteins into the cilium , since disruption of the TZ 

caused proteins from the plasma membrane to leak into the cilium. Knocking down proteins 

normally localized in the TZ, such as B9 domain-containing protein 1 (B9D1) and 
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Transmembrane protein 231 (TMEM231), also resulted in plasma-membrane proteins entering 

the cilium (Chih, et al., 2011). These findings suggest the TZ is a selective barrier for ciliary 

membrane proteins. 

A barrier to soluble molecules and proteins is also thought to locate at the base of the 

cilium. Small molecules and proteins with molecular weights less than 100 kDa (~5 nm in 

hydrodynamic radius) can freely diffuse into a cilium, whereas the entry of larger molecules are 

restricted (Breslow, et al., 2013). One study utilizing a chemically inducible diffusion trapping 

technique reported proteins as large as ~650 kDa (~8 nm in hydrodynamic radius) can enter and 

accumulate over time in primary cilia (Lin, et al., 2013). Moreover, it was later found that the 

barrier may consist of proteins similar to the nuclear pore complex (NPC), including Importins 

and Nucleoporins (NUPs) (Kee, et al., 2012). Entry of proteins like Kinesin family member 17 

(KIF17) into a cilium may require interaction with Importin-b2 and be regulated by the small 

GTPase Ras-related nuclear protein (Ran) (Dishinger, et al., 2010). The organization of the 

barrier and how it regulates soluble protein compositions in primary cilia is still not fully 

understood. It is clear, however, that the tight regulation of protein and lipid composition in a 

cilium corroborates the view of the organelle as a compartmentalized signaling structure. 

When a cell is undergoing mitosis, the cilium disappears, and the mother centriole is 

liberated to perform its function as the MTOC for spindle fiber formations. Several theories have 

been proposed for ciliary disassembly. In some experiments, the ciliary components are 

gradually resorbed back into the cell. However, others have observed the cilium shedding off as 

vesicles from the tip. Moreover, total cilium severing from the plasma membrane has also been 

observed (Mirvis, et al., 2019). This outcome may depend on the balance between intracellular 
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[Ca2+] and the activity of an enzyme called Katanin, which severs axonemal microtubules  

(Mirvis, et al., 2019). 

 

1.5 Intraflagellar Transport (IFT) 

 Proteins can gain access to the cilium via active transport. As primary cilia are devoid of 

ribosomes, protein synthesis does not occur within a cilium and the building blocks for axonemal 

growth (and other protein components required for ciliary functions) must be transported into the 

cilium (Rosenbaum & Child, 1967). Besides lateral diffusion in the membrane and diffusion 

within the cilioplasm, proteins are carried by an extensive transport machinery called 

Intraflagellar Transport (IFT). IFT was first discovered in the flagella of unicellular algae, 

Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Kozminski, et al., 1993). Following the purification and 

identification of protein complexes comprising the IFT in C. reinhardtii, orthologs were also 

found in other model organisms such as C. elegans (Hao, et al., 2009), Tetrahymena thermophila 

(Jiang, et al., 2015), Trypanosoma brucei (Santi-Rocca, et al., 2015), and mammalian cells 

(Ishikawa & Marshall, 2015). These discoveries suggest IFT proteins are conserved in evolution. 

IFT machinery consists of protein complexes traveling on a set of motor proteins along 

the microtubules of the axoneme. These supramolecular protein arrays, called IFT trains, are 

usually 100-700 nm in length (Pigino, et al., 2009). The IFT complex serves as an adaptor to 

other cargoes (Lechtreck, 2015). Earlier biochemical studies in the 1990s resolved the general 

organization of the protein complexes in C. reinhardtii, separating them into two main 

complexes based on the stability of purified protein pairs (Cole, et al., 1998). The nomenclature 

of these IFT proteins corresponds to their apparent molecular weight, as determined from their 

migration on a Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate Polyacrylamide Gel Electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE). IFT-
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B complex is composed of 16 proteins (IFT172, 88, 81, 80, 74, 70, 57, 56, 54, 52, 46, 38, 27, 25, 

22, and 20) while IFT-A complex is composed of 6 proteins (IFT144, 140, 139, 122, 121, and 

43) (Taschner & Lorentzen, 2016).  

The IFT-B complex can be further classified into two subcomplexes based on stability in 

a high-salt environment: the IFT-B1 core complex and IFT-B2 peripheral subunits (Lucker, et 

al., 2005). Biochemical and structural studies have provided insights into the organization of 

IFT. For example, IFT81/74 (Kobayashi, et al., 2007), IFT25/27 (Bhogaraju, et al., 2011), 

IFT70/52 and IFT52/46 (Taschner, et al., 2014) form pairs. Some interactions between these 

proteins require the presence of more than just two proteins at the interface (Taschner, et al., 

2014). The binding between the core complex and the peripheral proteins was also observed in a 

preformed IFT88/52 and IFT57/38 structure (Taschner, et al., 2016). Salt stability infers that 

most interactions are hydrophobic, since the salt reduces solvation of the molecules and 

aggregate hydrophobic regions together (Taschner & Lorentzen, 2016). Nonetheless, the exact 

position of these proteins in the complex is still unknown. 

The organization of IFT-A is even less well understood. Almost all IFT-A proteins have 

predicted WD40 (a motif ending in a tryptophan (W)-aspartic acid (D) dipeptide, or b-

Transducin repeat) and Tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) domains to interact with other proteins 

(Taschner, et al., 2012). One study suggested that IFT144, IFT140, and IFT122 may form a core 

subcomplex and interact with Tubby-like protein 3 (TULP3) (Mukhopadhyay, et al., 2010), This 

TULP3 is a negative regulator of the Sonic Hedgehog signaling pathway, which is an essential 

process in embryonic development (Cameron, et al., 2009). The whole structure of the IFT-A 

complex is yet to be solved. 
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Two motor proteins are involved in the ciliary IFT machinery and traveling in the 

opposite directions on a microtubule: heterotrimeric Kinesin-II and Cytoplasmic dynein 1b or 2 

(IFT dynein) (Vale, 2003) Mutants of proteins in the IFT-B complex have similar phenotypes to 

that of kinesin-II mutants: severe cilia defects or total loss of cilia (Pazour, et al., 2000) (Tsao & 

Gorovsky, 2008). Contrastingly, mutants in the IFT-A proteins have similar phenotypes to that of 

cytoplasmic dynein-2 mutants: accumulation of materials in cilia (Tsao & Gorovsky, 2008) (Qin, 

et al., 2011) (Liem Jr., et al., 2012). From these results, the IFT-B complex was associated with 

the kinesin-II motor protein complex (KIF3A/KIF3B/Kinesin-associated protein (KAP)), which 

moves anterograde (from the base of a cilium towards the plus end of the microtubules at the 

tip). The IFT-A complex was associated with the dynein-2 motor protein, which moves 

retrograde (from the tip back towards the minus end of the microtubules at the base). A more 

recent study used co-immunoprecipitation to show that IFT20 has a strong interaction with 

IFT57, its fellow IFT-B protein, and KIF3B, a kinesin-II subunit, linking the IFT complexes to 

the motor protein unit (Baker, et al., 2003). However, several studies that monitored the 

trafficking of these IFT proteins often observed bidirectional movements of the same IFT protein 

throughout the length of a cilium or a flagellum (Tran, et al., 2008) (Lechtreck, et al., 2009) 

(Broekhuis, et al., 2014) (Williams, et al., 2014). 

  

1.6 Regulation of protein trafficking inside primary cilia 

 Components of the IFT system are recruited to the base of the cilium, assembled, and 

loaded onto the microtubule tracks to deliver cargoes inside the organelle. During trafficking in 

primary cilia, motor proteins interact with microtubules by cycling through the stages of 

attaching and detaching. At the tip of the cilium, it was proposed that the complex disassembles 
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and unloads cargo. Next, the adaptors and motor proteins reassemble and traffick back to the 

base (Chien, et al., 2017). Throughout the entire process, the many components involved implies 

there are multiple mechanisms for control. However, the current knowledge of regulatory 

mechanisms in mammalian cilia is rudimentary. 

Since tubulins, which comprise the axoneme, are a known cargo of IFT, several studies 

used ciliary length as a measurable output of IFT function (Marshall & Rosenbaum, 2001). 

These studies suggested that kinesin-II motor proteins can be regulated by several kinases, as 

members of the kinesin superfamily have phosphorylation sites (Sato-Yoshitake, et al., 1992). 

For example, in C. elegans, the Mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) Dye Filling 5 (dyf-5) 

was proposed to modulate undocking of kinesin-II from IFT particles. Moreover, dyf-5 

modulated the docking of the kinesin motor protein Osmotic avoidance defective-3 (OSM-3) 

onto the IFT particles (Burghoorn, et al., 2007). In C. reinhardtii, phosphorylation of the kinesin-

II subunit Fasciclin-like arabinogalactan protein 8 (FLA8), which is a homolog of mammalian 

KIF3B, disrupts the interaction between kinesin and IFT-B, inactivates kinesin, inhibits IFT 

entry into cilia, and unloads IFT-B at the ciliary tip (Liang, et al., 2014). Localization of kinesin-

II to the basal body, anterograde IFT velocity, and frequency can also be regulated by the KAP 

subunit of the motor protein complex (Mueller, et al., 2004). In mammalian neurons, activation 

of Ca2+/Calmodulin-dependent protein kinase (CaMKII) phosphorylates KIF17, which uncouples 

KIF17 from the adaptor protein, Mammalian uncoordinated-18 (Munc-18) interacting protein 1 

(Mint1), resulting in dissociation of the motor protein from its cargo, N-methyl-D-aspartate 

(NMDA) Receptor subunit 2B (NR2B) (Guillaud, et al., 2007). Mammalian KIF17 is also 

present in olfactory sensory neurons, where it localizes to the ciliary tip and is required for 

targeting olfactory cyclic-nucleotide gated (CNG) channels to sensory cilia (Jenkins, et al., 
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2006). Moreover, in C. elegans, the BBSome was found to play a role in stabilizing the IFT 

particles with two motor proteins, kinesin-II and OSM-3 (Ou, et al., 2005).  

Dynein-2 (or IFT dynein) operates in the opposite direction of kinesins, moving along the 

microtubule in the retrograde direction in primary cilia (tip to base). Although the structure and 

regulation of its relative, cytoplasmic dynein-1, has been heavily studied for the last two decades, 

very little is known about dynein-2. For cytoplasmic dynein-1 to move processively on a 

microtubule, dynactin and adaptor proteins are required to form a complex (McKenney, et al., 

2014). Binding of cytoplasmic dynein-1 to the regulator Lissencephaly-1 (LIS1) keeps the motor 

protein in a persistent microtubule-bound state (Toropova, et al., 2014). In recent years, 

structural studies have provided basic insights into dynein-2 physiology. Using time-resolved 

correlative fluorescence and three-dimensional electron microscopy, dynein-2 was proposed to 

be transported in an autoinhibited state until it reaches the tip, at which point it is activated and 

initiates retrograde movement (Stepanek & Pigino, 2016). The question of how this activation is 

regulated remains unanswered. 

Stability of the microtubules and their post-translational modifications comprise another 

set of regulatory mechanisms that can affect the motility of IFT particles. These “tubulin codes” 

involve different enzymes adding functional groups to tubulin proteins or removing the groups 

from tubulin proteins, which could affect the interaction between the microtubule and motor 

proteins. For example, tubulin modifying enzymes, such as tubulin tyrosine ligase-like enzyme 

(TTLL), catalyze polyglutamylation of microtubules (Janke, et al., 2005). Contrastingly, 

cytosolic carboxypeptidase (CCP) deglutamylates the tubulins (Rogowski, et al., 2010). In C. 

elegans cilia, mutations in CCP increased the apparent velocity of OSM-3 compared to the wild 

type (O'Hagan, et al., 2011). Glutamylation is also involved in ciliogenesis, anterograde IFT, and 
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Sonic Hedgehog signaling in mammalian primary cilia. Moreover, deglutamylation slowed down 

anterograde IFT trains, but not retrograde trains (Hong, et al., 2018). These effects are consistent 

with the evidence that glutamylation is abundant on B-tubules of the microtubule doublet, on 

which the anterograde IFT trains are traveling (Lechtreck & Geimer, 2000) (Stepanek & Pigino, 

2016). Another type of modification is detyrosination, in which a tyrosine residue on the 

carboxy-terminus of a tubulin is specifically removed by a carboxypeptidase (Kumar & Flavin, 

1981). Detyrosination of the B-tubule was found to increase velocity and processivity of kinesin-

2, which may stimulate anterograde IFT, while cytoplasmic dynein is not sensitive to this 

modification  (Sirajuddin, et al., 2014). How these post-translational modifications are 

coordinated and regulated in ciliary signaling to generate specific phenotypes is under 

investigation. 

 

1.7 Functions of primary cilia in cellular signaling 

 As described previously, ciliopathies often result in multiorgan disorders. Primary cilia 

thus have essential functions in the signaling of cells and tissues. Normal processes require 

proper localization of receptors and downstream components in order to transduce relevant 

signals into the cell. There are some evidences to show that IFT machinery is necessary for this 

localization and function of ciliary signaling pathways, although the exact mechanisms are 

lacking. In primary cilia, there are two well studied signaling pathways, Sonic Hedgehog and 

PDGFR-aa (Veland, et al., 2009). The following sections are brief overviews of these pathways. 
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1.7.1 Sonic Hedgehog pathway 

 The Sonic Hedgehog pathway regulates proliferation and survival of tissue progenitor 

and stem cells, tissue development, and homeostasis (Wong & Reiter, 2008) (Briscoe & 

Thérond, 2013). Disrupting of this pathway can lead to cancers, such as basal cell carcinoma and 

medulloblastoma (Wong, et al., 2009) (Han, et al., 2009). The Hedgehog ligand and the pathway 

were first discovered in Drosophila melanogaster, and protein homologs of the components were 

later confirmed in vertebrates. There are three ligands found in mammalian tissues: Sonic 

Hedgehog (SHH), Indian Hedgehog (IHH), and Desert Hedgehog (DHH); each have roles in 

different tissues (Ingham & McMahon, 2001). During development, SHH is connected to tissue 

polarization in the limbs and neural tube  (Briscoe & Ericson, 2001) (Ahn & Joyner, 2004). IHH 

regulates proliferation and differentiation of chondrocytes (Mak, et al., 2008). DHH is found in 

the gonads and involved in germ cell development (Nygaard, et al., 2015). The HH proteins are 

biosynthesized in an inactive form, with activation facilitated by the cleavage of a carboxy-

terminus domain (Perler, 1998). SHH protein is secreted from the producing cell, creating a 

gradient of signals that is essential for tissue patterning in neural tube formation (Ericson, et al., 

1997).  

 The initial step of canonical Sonic Hedgehog (SHH) pathway involves the interaction 

between two proteins, a 12-transmembrane receptor called Patched-1 (PTCH1) and a 7-

transmembrane receptor called Smoothened (SMO), which is a member of Frizzled (F) class of 

GPCRs. In the absence of SHH ligand, PTCH1 localizes to the primary cilium and inhibits the 

intra-ciliary localization/activation of SMO. High-affinity binding of the SHH ligand to PTCH1 

requires co-receptors, such as Cell adhesion molecule-related/ downregulated by oncogenes 

(CDO), Brother of CDO (BOC), and Growth arrest-specific 1 (GAS1) (Beachy, et al., 2010). The 
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binding of SHH to PTCH1 results in the ubiquitination of PTCH1, resulting in PTCH1 removal 

from the cilium (Yue, et al., 2014). Removal of PTCH1 alleviates the inhibition on SMO, 

causing it to be enriched in the primary cilium (Figure 1.2, 1). This interaction between the two 

receptors was proposed to rely on binding of cholesterol or its derivatives (Huang, et al., 2018) 

(Deshpande, et al., 2019). 

 
Figure 1.2. A schematic of a primary cilium on the cell surface. (1) Some signaling pathways, 
such as Sonic Hedgehog, localize to primary cilia. (2) Resting ciliary [Ca2+] is five times higher 
than that in the cytoplasm. Primary cilium is relatively depolarized compared to the cell (Delling, 
et al., 2013). (3) Some ion channels, such as PC2 and PC2-L1, were found in primary cilia. 
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 The central effectors of the SHH pathway are the Glioma-associated oncogene (GLI) 

proteins, which lie downstream of SMO. In amniotes, three genes encode the proteins: GLI1, 

GLI2, and GLI3 (Ingham, et al., 2011). All three proteins have a zinc-finger DNA-binding 

domain and a C-terminal activation domain. In addition, GLI2 and GLI3 have an N-terminal 

repressor domain (Briscoe & Thérond, 2013). In the absence of ciliary-localized SMO, the 

ciliary GLI2 and GLI3 are phosphorylated by Protein kinase A (PKA) and other kinases, which 

are associated with the basal body. This leads to a partial degradation of GLI proteins, generating 

repressor forms that block transcription of GLI target genes in the nucleus. Studies have also 

demonstrated the localization of GPR161, a stimulatory G-protein subunit a (Gas)-coupled 

receptor, and its effector Adenylyl Cyclases (ACs) primary cilia. Moreover, primary cilia have 

elevated 3’,5’-cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) (that can activate PKA), supporting the 

repression of the GLI pathway at rest (Bishop, et al., 2007) (Mukhopadhyay, et al., 2013). 

Activation of SHH pathway removes GPR161 from cilium (Mukhopadhyay, et al., 2013) and 

promotes localization of GLI2 and GLI3 in cilium (Humke, et al., 2010). Conversion of GLI 

proteins into their activated forms may involve dissociation from SUFU (Suppressor of Fused) 

protein (Tukachinsky, et al., 2010) and post-translational modifications, such as SUMOylation 

(conjugation of Small Ubiquitin-related Modifier (SUMO) to specific lysine residues) (Cox, et 

al., 2010). The mechanism of how activated SMO might instigate GLI processing into activated 

forms is still unclear. Eventually, the activated GLI proteins translocate to the nucleus to initiate 

the transcription of GLI1, which is a transcription factor to activate other target genes (Kim, et 

al., 2009). Some downstream cellular processes that are regulated by Hedgehog signaling include 

tissue pattern formation in development, cell proliferation, tissue homeostasis and repair (Briscoe 

& Thérond, 2013). 
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 Many components in the Hedgehog signaling pathway traverse the primary cilium, but 

the mechanisms and regulation of their trafficking are poorly understood. Evidence in the 

literature suggests that the IFT machinery may facilitate the transport of some components in the 

pathway into and out of the cilium. A study in mice showed that mutants in two IFT-B proteins, 

wimple (homologue of IFT172) and flexo (homologue of IFT88), caused phenotypes with the 

characteristics similar to defective SHH signaling (Huangfu, et al., 2003). Mutations in IFT-A 

proteins (IFT144 and IFT122) were found to reduce SHH signaling in the mouse neural tube, 

along with mislocalization of ARL13B, AC3, and SMO (Liem Jr., et al., 2012). However, since 

the IFT machinery is necessary for ciliogenesis, these defects may have been indirect effects due 

to absence of the organelle. IFT25 and IFT27, which are both members of the IFT-B complex, 

are not required for cilia assembly, but are essential for proper SHH signaling (Keady, et al., 

2012) (Eguether, et al., 2014). Knockout mice of either IFT25 or IFT27 die after birth with 

structural defects. The C. reinhardtii homologues of the two IFTs form a stable complex in vitro 

(Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). IFT27 has sequence homology to proteins in the GTPase superfamily 

and was previously shown to bind to GTP, implicating a regulatory function (Qin, et al., 2007). 

Loss of IFT27 or IFT25 resulted in accumulation of PTCH1, SMO, and GPR161 after the 

Hedgehog pathway was stimulated with an agonist. GLI2 proteins also failed to reach the ciliary 

tip in the IFT27-knockout cells, as compared to the wild-type cells, suggesting that GLI2 might 

require the IFT complex to traffick (Eguether, et al., 2014). Some BBSome subunits, like a 

BBSome-binding protein Leucine zipper transcription factor like 1 (LZTFl) and a small GTPase, 

ADP ribosylation factor-like protein 6 (ARL6), were found to accumulate in cilia of IFT27 

mutant cells. This is consistent with previous work that demonstrated the binding of the BBSome 

to the cytoplasmic tail of SMO (Zhang, et al., 2012). How the BBSome complex interacts with 
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IFT25/27 and the whole IFT complex remains to be solved. It is possible that trafficking 

dynamics of IFT may regulate the distribution of components in the SHH signaling pathway. 

 

1.7.2 Primary cilia and PDGFR-aa signaling pathway 

 Cell proliferation is intimately connected to the primary cilia life cycle. Cilia form in 

quiescent cells and disappear when cells divide. In fibroblast-lineage cells, signaling through the 

Platelet-derived growth factor receptor (PDGFR) regulates cell survival, proliferation, migration, 

development, and tissue homeostasis (Andrae, et al., 2008). Aberrations of the signaling pathway 

can lead to cancers, vascular diseases, and fibrosis  (Levitzki, 2004) (Rikova, et al., 2007). 

Components of this pathway were also found to localize in primary cilia of growth arrested 

NIH3T3 fibroblasts and mouse embryonic fibroblasts (Schneider, et al., 2005). The pathway 

activation relies on four ligands (PDGF-A, -B, -C, and -D) and two receptors (PDGFR-a, and 

PDGFR-b) (Michaud & Yoder, 2006). When ligand binding occurs, receptors dimerize and 

autophosphorylate specific tyrosine residues in the cytoplasmic domains, transducing the signal 

to downstream cascades, such as phosphoinositol (PI)-3-kinase/Akt and Rapidly accelerated 

fibrosarcoma (Raf)/ MAPK/ERK kinase (MEK)/ Extracellular signal-regulated kinase (ERK) 

pathways (Heldin & Westermark, 1999) (Schneider, et al., 2005). Activation of these 

downstream pathways leads to cell migration and modulation of the cell cycle. 

 The presence of a primary cilium is important in this signaling pathway. Loss of primary 

cilia in cells with a mutated allele of Tg737 (mammalian homologue of C. reinhardtii IFT88) 

was shown to prevent the localization of PDGFR-aa in cilia and its downstream regulation of 

the cell cycle and wound healing (Schneider, et al., 2005) (Schneider, et al., 2010). However, the 

relationship between PDGFR signaling and IFT trafficking is not clear, due to the fact that 
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defects in most IFT proteins may lead to malformation or total loss of the primary cilium. In 

mutant IFT172 cells, low PDGFR levels were observed in cilia, while IFT122 (an IFT-A protein) 

and ARL13B mutants had elevated levels of phosphorylated PDGFR in cilia (Umberger & 

Caspary, 2014). The authors also showed elevated levels of phosphorylated Akt (P-Akt) in IFT 

mutants without stimulation, which was attributed to disruption in the activity of Protein 

phosphatase 2 (PP2A). A subunit of the phosphatase, PP2Ac, and its substrate, P-Akt, localized 

to the basal body. Inhibition of mammalian Target of Rapamycin complex 1 (mTORC1), which 

normally inhibits PDGFR-a levels, was able to partially rescue the pathway. However, the 

underlying mechanism linking these enzymatic processes and IFT trafficking remains elusive. 

 

1.8 Calcium dynamics and signaling in primary cilia 

Calcium dynamics are the hallmark of cellular signaling, owing to tight regulation of 

steep [Ca2+] gradients across different intracellular compartments (Clapham, 2007). Cells have 

evolved to use Ca2+ as a signaling molecule, since its binding to proteins can lead to changes in 

their shapes allowing them to function. A ubiquitous Ca2+-binding protein like Calmodulin 

(CaM) contains EF-hand domain that bind the ion, causing the protein to undergo a 

conformational change. The activated CaM results is then able to bind to other target proteins, 

such as CaMKII or myosin light chain kinase (Hoeflich & Ikura, 2002). Other neuronal Ca2+ 

sensor proteins are triggered by Ca2+ to attach to the plasma membrane (Burgoyne, 2007). 

Interactions of proteins with Ca2+ culminate in both conformational change and localization, both 

of which are crucial for signaling processes. 

A cell normally maintains the cytoplasmic free [Ca2+] at ~100 nM, and in some subtypes 

of neurons at ~50 nM, compared to ~µM concentration in the endoplasmic reticulum (ER), and 
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1-2 mM in the extracellular space (Schiller, et al., 1995). This up to 10,000-fold gradient is 

tightly controlled by a multitude of Ca2+-binding proteins, Ca2+-permeable channels, ion 

exchangers, and ion pumps (Berridge, et al., 2000).  

Within cells, a sharp concentration gradient can be achieved by directly increasing the 

total number of molecules or concentrating a small number of molecules in a compartment. In 

the latter case, cilia and flagella are well-suited, due to their small dimensions. The organelle 

presents a large surface area to volume ratio, which can lead to a rapid change in density of 

receptors, ion channels, or ionic concentrations compared to the cell. Changes in the 

concentration of ions or other messenger molecules in cilia may have signaling functions locally 

in the cilia or deep inside the cell. 

Early observations of Ca2+ signaling in cilia came from studies of cilia beating in 

invertebrates, such as Paramecium sp. (Naitoh & Kaneko, 1972) and C. reinhardtii (Bessen, et 

al., 1980). Removal of extracellular Ca2+ can induce resorption of C. reinhardtii flagella, and 

addition of Ca2+ can reverse the effects and initiate flagellar protein synthesis in the cell body 

(Lefebvre, et al., 1978). Subsequent analysis discovered voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in motile 

cilia and flagella (Dunlap, 1977) (Beck & Uhl, 1994), but not primary cilia (DeCaen, et al., 

2013). Since then, various ion channels have been discovered in the cilia and flagella of other 

cell types and organisms, further emphasizing possible roles in sensory functions of these 

organelles (Fujiwara-Hirashima, et al., 1996) (Ren, et al., 2001) (Yoder, et al., 2002) (Gradilone, 

et al., 2007). The primary cilia of mammalian cells, in particular, were shown to contain non-

selective ion channels that belong to the Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) family, including a 

Ca2+-permeant channel called Polycystin 2-Like 1 (PC2-L1) and a Ca2+-impermeant channel 

called Polycystin 2 (PC2) (Figure 1.2, 3) (DeCaen, et al., 2013) (Liu, et al., 2018). 
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Clues about ciliary responses to Ca2+ may come from studies of C. reinhardtii flagella. 

Transient Ca2+ fluctuations were observed in the flagella of these green algae as measured by 

inorganic Ca2+ sensing dye loaded into the cells (Collingridge, et al., 2013). Elevation in [Ca2+] 

appeared to be compartmentalized within flagella themselves, independent of the cell body and 

another flagellum. The changes coincided with the initiation of retrograde IFT movements in the 

trailing flagellum. The study proposed a mechanism in which IFT trains were associated with 

adhesion molecules called Flagellar membrane glycoprotein 1B/2 (FMG-1B/2), accumulating the 

IFT particles in flagella. The increase in [Ca2+] might have disrupted the interaction between 

these molecules and allowed the leading flagellum to generate motion, although the actual 

mechanism was not known and not investigated further. The authors also proposed a source of 

Ca2+ from mechanosensitive, stretch-activated ion channels. However, the identity of the 

responsible channels is still an open question. Mutations in BBSome proteins, which are a part of 

IFT complex, were reported to accumulate Phospholipase D type c (PLDc) in C. reinhardtii 

flagella and impair its phototaxis (Lechtreck, et al., 2009). The enzyme can be activated by Ca2+ 

to generate phosphatidic acid, which in turn can affect functions of other proteins (Hancock, 

2007) (Kolesnikov, et al., 2012). It is not known, however, if similar phenomena and responses 

are present in primary cilia or relevant to their functions. 

In mammalian primary cilia, resting [Ca2+] was found to be 5-7 fold higher compared to 

the intracellular [Ca2+] of some epithelial cells and fibroblasts (Figure 1.2, 2) (Delling, et al., 

2013). Since the organelle is connected to the cell body, it is conceivable that there is a constant 

flow of Ca2+ from the cilia to the cell body. Due to a larger volume of the cell body, this does not 

change the total intracellular [Ca2+] (Delling, et al., 2013). Any increase in cytosolic [Ca2+] 

above the resting ciliary concentration, on the other hand, can rapidly propagate into the cilium. 
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In the past, Ca2+ measurements in primary cilia were challenging because Ca2+ sensing dyes were 

not reliably loaded into the cilia; investigators had to rely on cytoplasmic Ca2+ changes. Various 

methods to manipulate cytoplasmic [Ca2+] had been shown to affect ciliary length in mouse inner 

medullary collecting duct (IMCD3) cells, kidney epithelial cells, and bone mesenchymal cells 

(Besschetnova, et al., 2010). Blocking Ca2+ channels with a lanthanide cation (e.g. gadolinium 

(Gd3+)) or blocking release of Ca2+ from internal stores via ryanodine receptors increased ciliary 

length in hours. In contrast, blocking Ca2+ reabsorption into the internal stores using 

thapsigargin, which blocks the sarco/endoplasmic reticulum Ca2+-adenosine triphosphatase 

(ATPase) or SERCA pump, or activating PC2 with triptolide were shown to increase ciliary 

length, but only modestly (Besschetnova, et al., 2010). This work demonstrated that changes in 

Ca2+ dynamics can increase the anterograde IFT train velocities without significantly changing 

the trafficking rates of retrograde IFT trains (Besschetnova, et al., 2010). Nevertheless, 

trafficking rates of IFT components have been reported in the literature with a wide range of 

velocities, which were attributed to different cell types or species (Ishikawa & Marshall, 2017). 

The exact regulatory mechanism or Ca2+-responsive components are still unclear.  

Insights into the structures of these IFT proteins is needed to precisely identify which part 

of the complex might be important for sensing Ca2+. In a recent protein structural study of the 

IFT25/IFT27 complex, IFT25 was shown to contain a putative Ca2+ binding loop oriented away 

from the interface between the two proteins (Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). This configuration, along 

with mutagenetic analyses, suggested that the loop may not be involved in the stability of the 

complex in vitro. Despite the function of the Ca2+ binding loop in vivo being currently unknown, 

IFT25 is implicated as a potential Ca2+-responsive component in the IFT complex. 
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1.9 Dissertation aims 

 In the current study, my main hypothesis is that changes in intracellular and intraciliary 

[Ca2+] affect the trafficking of the IFT complex in mammalian primary cilia. To test this 

hypothesis, I will first establish a tracking assay to monitor the trafficking dynamics of two IFT 

proteins in the IFT-B complex, IFT88 and IFT25. The process will involve the development of a 

semi-automated workflow to handle data acquisition using an advanced fluorescence confocal 

microscopic technique and subsequent image analysis. Second, I will be investigating the effects 

of steady-state changes in intracellular and intraciliary [Ca2+] on IFT trafficking rates of IFT88 

and IFT25 proteins after different treatments with a nonspecific Ca2+ channel blocker, Ca2+ 

chelator, and a Hedgehog signaling pathway agonist. Third, I will be examining the short-term 

effects of changes in [Ca2+] on the trafficking of these IFTs upon local Ca2+ uncaging. The goal 

of this study is to shed light on the role of Ca2+ and its temporal aspect in IFT trafficking 

dynamics. The findings will potentially lay a foundation for future investigations into regulatory 

elements of ciliary protein trafficking and functions of mammalian primary cilia. 
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Chapter 2: 

Development of the tracking assay 

2.1 Sparse labeling of IFT protein 

Since their discovery in the 1970s and 1980s, fluorescent proteins have been instrumental 

tools for visualizing specific targets and structures in different cell types (Marshall, et al., 1995). 

Fluorescent proteins are often fused to a specific protein of interest and are exogenously 

expressed in cells to determine its subcellular localization. Early localization experiments were 

performed using fixed cells or tissue and therefore lacked dynamic information such as protein 

trafficking and function. In the 1990s, advancements in microscopy techniques and detectors, in 

combination with fluorescent protein tools, started to provide glimpses into the kinetics of 

proteins and their complexes in living cells.  

In order to follow the movements of proteins over time, some criteria are required. A 

sparse labeling assay with adequate signal-to-noise ratio and photostability is needed. The 

protein of interest has to be at low density so that individual particles or small groups of proteins 

can be tracked. Fluorescence of the target must be much brighter than the surrounding 

background noise, a common problem due to autofluorescence or expression of the fluorescently 

tagged protein in other cellular compartments. In addition, time-lapse experiments require 

repeated excitation of the fluorophores for an extended amount of time. This repetition increases 

the rate of photobleaching, or the irreversible conversion of the fluorophores into the non-

fluorescent state. The mechanisms of this process were proposed to involve either a reaction 

between oxygen and the fluorophore or between fluorophore molecules (Song, et al., 1995). 

Although advances have been made in recent years to enhance the photostability of fluorescent 

proteins and dyes (Grimm, et al., 2015), photobleaching remains a caveat that needs to be 
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considered when designing protein tracking experiments. Therefore, the choice of fluorophore, 

be it the fluorescent protein or inorganic dye, should be selected so that the signals from the 

protein of interest will remain detectable within the relevant timescale of the experiments. 

There are several methods that are currently used to study particle kinetics. One approach 

takes advantage of the physiochemical properties of the particles themselves. For example, the 

temperature-sensitivity of viral glycoprotein tsO45 Vesicular Stomatitis virus G (VSVG) has 

been used as a tool to study transport of vesicles from the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) to the 

Golgi apparatus (Presley, et al., 1997). tsO45 VSVG reversibly misfolds and is retained in the 

ER at 40 oC, but is released from retention and trafficks to ER-Golgi intermediate compartment 

(ERGIC) at 32 oC (Bergmann, 1989). tsO45 VSVG then accumulates in this intermediate 

compartment when the temperature drops to 15 oC and is permitted to enter the Golgi apparatus 

at 20 oC  (Kuismanen & Saraste, 1989). By tagging VSVG with a fluorescence protein, such as 

green fluorescent protein (GFP), and switching between temperatures, subcellular trafficking of 

VSVG can be monitored and controlled in real-time. Disrupting microtubules with a synthetic 

tubulin-binding agent, nocodazole, or overexpressing a dynein-inhibiting dynactin subunit, 

Dynamitin, caused loss of translocation of VSVG proteins from the cell periphery toward the 

centrosome. These findings led the authors to conclude that the transport vesicles in the secretory 

pathway travel along microtubules, and the process may involve dynein motor proteins  (Presley, 

et al., 1997). Similarly, the temperature-sensitive mutant of flagellar kinesin-like protein, fla10-1, 

from C. reinhardtii was used to investigate the motility of IFT trains in flagella (Kozminski, et 

al., 1995). At the permissive temperature of 20 oC, the authors observed a bidirectional 

movement of IFT trains within flagella. When the temperature was raised to 32 oC, the IFT train 

movement ceased and flagella were resorbed over time. From this work, the authors 
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demonstrated that a kinesin motor protein is responsible for IFT movement in the flagella 

(Kozminski, et al., 1995). 

In addition to studying particle kinetics using temperature-sensitive mutants, another 

approach uses a sparse labeling method, which is achieved by selectively depleting the 

fluorescence (Fluorescence Recovery After Photobleaching; FRAP) or selectively inducing 

fluorescence emission (photoactivation) from a population of fluorescent proteins in a selected 

region of the cell (Nakata, et al., 1998) (Patterson & Lippincott-Schwartz, 2004). The FRAP 

technique was initially used to monitor lateral diffusion or translocation of molecules within lipid 

bilayers and membranes, but was later leveraged in studies of protein trafficking (Nakata, et al., 

1998). By depleting fluorescence from all molecules in the region by continuous excitation, a 

smaller number of fluorescent molecules from outside the region will migrate into the area, 

replacing the photobleached molecules. However, a limitation to FRAP is that extensive 

photobleaching induces unwanted cellular phototoxicity, such as the generation of reactive 

oxygen species (ROS), which reacts with and damages biomolecules. Instead of depleting 

fluorescence, an alternate strategy photoactivates a small population of fluorophores within the 

area and allows for tracking of those molecules as they exit the area (Patterson & Lippincott-

Schwartz, 2004). Both techniques have been used to study axonal transport of vesicles in 

cultured neurons (Nakata, et al., 1998) (Scott, et al., 2011). 

Tunability and versatility of the fluorescent signals may be desired in a single-molecule 

or multichannel imaging experiment that relies on a set of target proteins. This can be achieved 

by using self-labeling enzymes and each facilitates a covalent chemical reaction with its specific 

ligand that is chemically linked to a synthetic dye of choice. Some of these dyes are fluorogenic: 

they only fluoresce when the ligand moiety reacts to the enzyme, reducing background signal. 
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Compared to fluorescent proteins, these synthetic dyes are smaller, brighter, and more 

photostable (Shaner, et al., 2005). Self-labeling enzymes are also modular, since the substrates 

for the enzymes can be attached chemically to different dyes. Examples of these enzymes 

include the SNAP-tag, CLIP-tag, and Halo-tag. The SNAP-tag was derived from human O6-

alkylguanine-DNA alkyltransferase (hAGT), which endogenously binds O6-benzylguanine 

(Keppler, et al., 2003). The enzyme transfers the alkyl group from the ligand to one of its 

cysteine residues, freeing the guanine. The binding forms a stable thioether covalent bond 

between the ligand and enzyme. The second-order reaction rate is ~104 M-1 s-1 and is 

independent of the rest of the labeling molecule, creating an adaptable module (Keppler, et al., 

2004) (Gautier, et al., 2008). One can fuse the gene encoding the SNAP enzyme to a protein of 

interest, load the cells expressing the construct with a chemical dye conjugated to O6-

benzylguanine derivative, and fluorescently observe the protein of interest. Later, another group 

engineered and improved an AGT-based orthogonal enzyme, called CLIP-tag, that binds O2-

benzylcytosine (Gautier, et al., 2008). Even though the reactivity of CLIP-tag is slower than 

SNAP-tag (~103 M-1 s-1), SNAP-tag and CLIP-tag have different specificities in binding their 

ligands, making them useful in double-labeling experiments (Gautier, et al., 2008). Yet another 

enzyme-substrate system, licensed as HaloTag by PromegaTM, was derived from a bacterial 

haloalkane dehalogenase (Los, et al., 2008). It has faster kinetics (~106 M-1 s-1) and reacts 

irreversibly with primary alkylhalides (Los, et al., 2008). The substrate ligand is orthogonal to 

both the SNAP- and CLIP-tags, so it is possible to label different targets simultaneously. In 

addition, newer sets of synthetic dyes, such as Janelia Fluor dyes, have also been developed to 

have better quantum yield, longer fluorescence lifetime than conventional inorganic dyes, and 

are cell-permeable (Grimm, et al., 2015). These dyes can be conjugated to one of the ligands 
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specific for the self-labeling enzyme of choice. By combining the specificity of the protein 

fusion with small and photostable inorganic dyes, one can titrate the amount of these dyes loaded 

into cells to improve the fluorescence signal measured in a desired cellular compartment. 

Sparse labeling can also be achieved through the tight control of protein expression. In 

mammalian cells, recombinant protein expression is performed by a method called a transfection, 

in which an exogenous plasmid DNA containing the coding sequence for the protein of interest 

is artificially introduced into cells. Conventionally, there are two methods of generating a protein 

expression system in the cells: transient and stable transfection. In a transient expression system, 

the expression DNA vector does not integrate into the genome of the cells, and as the cells 

divide, the plasmid and protein expression is diluted over generations (Hunter, et al., 2019). The 

levels of expression depend on many factors, including the cellular growth state at the time of 

transfection, transfection efficiency of the reagent, the promoter elements in the plasmid DNA, 

and the vector copy number that is taken up by each cell (Hopkins, et al., 2012). By simply 

increasing the copy number of the DNA coding sequences and driving expression with a strong 

promoter (e.g. the viral CAG promoter), the protein of interest can be overexpressed, but with 

the risks of disrupting the balance of gene dosage or interactions with other proteins in the cell 

(Gibson, et al., 2013) (Prelich, 2012).  

In contrast, stable expression system allows for integration of the DNA coding sequences 

into the genome, leading to consistent and long-lasting protein expression (Hunter, et al., 2019). 

One of the ways to positively select for cells that are expressing the protein of interest is by 

incorporating an antibiotic selection marker. Antibiotics are naturally produced by microbes, 

mostly fungi, to kill or inhibit the growth of bacteria, through targeting different pathways 

essential for bacterial cellular functions. For example, antibiotics in the b-lactam group, 
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including penicillin and its derivative ampicillin, block transpeptidases and disrupt peptide bond 

formation, leading to cell wall synthesis inhibition, inducing cell stress and lysis (Kohanski, et 

al., 2010). Aminoglycosides, like gentamycin and kanamycin, bind to the 16S ribosomal RNA 

(rRNA) of the 30S ribosome subunit and interfere with protein translation (Kohanski, et al., 

2010). The mechanisms of action for antibiotics are similar in eukaryotic cells. Examples of 

commonly used antibiotics in selecting mammalian cells include Geneticin (or G418) and 

Puromycin. G418 blocks polypeptide synthesis by binding to the 80S ribosome, preventing 

translation (Eustice & Wilhelm, 1984). Puromycin, on the other hand, is incorporated into the 

peptide chain, competing with the aminoacyl-adenylyl terminus of transfer RNA (tRNA), 

leading to premature chain termination (Pestka, 1971).  

To counter the toxicity of these antibiotics, organisms have evolved antibiotic resistance 

genes. These genes were first discovered in resistant strains of bacteria against antibiotics 

produced by fungi (Abraham & Chain, 1940). The resistance conferred by the products of these 

genes can (1) degrade or modify the antibiotic molecules, (2) alter bacterial proteins to evade the 

antibiotic activity, (3) change the membrane permeability to antibiotics (Dever & Dermody, 

1991). The gene that confers resistance to antibiotics in the b-lactam group expresses the b-

lactamase enzyme that degrades the antibiotic molecule. On the other hand, resistance to 

aminoglycoside-based antibiotics is usually supported by the expression of aminoglycoside-

modifying enzymes (AMEs) that inactivate the antibiotic. When designing a plasmid DNA 

construct, an antibiotic resistance gene is often included as a selection marker. Only the cells that 

contain the plasmid and express the product of antibiotic resistance gene can evade the adverse 

effects of antibiotics and survive. These resistance genes work similarly in mammalian cells as in 

bacteria. Further clonal isolation and expansion of single clones of positive cells gives rise to a 
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homogeneous population of cells that carry the same number of copies of plasmid and therefore 

express the protein of interest at a similar level. Clonal selection for moderate-to-low expression 

of fluorescent-tagged protein of interest, based on the fluorescent intensity, can yield a sparse 

labeling for particle tracking, but at the expense of an overall lower fluorescence signal. 

To study the trafficking mechanisms in primary cilia, several studies used some of the 

aforementioned approaches to track either trains of a protein complex or transmembrane proteins 

traversing the length of primary cilia. The first observation of trafficking within cilia and flagella 

was shown in C. reinhardtii using differential interference contrast (DIC) microscopy       

(Johnson, et al., 1993). After the identification of IFT proteins in the late 1990s and early 2000s, 

many research groups fused each component of the complex with fluorescent proteins and 

probed the protein trafficking process in a variety of model organisms, including C. elegans 

(Orozco, et al., 1999), C. reinhardtii (Mueller, et al., 2005), and mammalian cell lines (Nachury, 

et al., 2007) (Ott & Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012).  

 

2.1.1 Plasmid construct designs 

In order to consistently observe IFT dynamics and maintain cellular viability, it is ideal to 

generate a cell line that stably expresses the protein of interest tagged with a fluorescent protein. 

Incorporation of the plasmid DNA into the host genome is done through recombination 

mechanisms, sometimes at random sites within the genome (Vasquez, et al., 2001) (Würtele, et 

al., 2003). As a result, it is possible that random DNA integration could disrupt endogenous 

genes at the sites of integration or could insert into loci that are not transcriptionally active due to 

hypermethylation (Wippermann, et al., 2015). To have a better control over the integration sites 

in mammalian cells, researchers first turned to viruses for delivery methods, since they naturally 
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target transcriptionally active sites in the genome. Lentivirus and Adeno-associated virus (AAV) 

are the two popular choices, since many studies have shown robust expression of proteins in 

viable cells (Baranyi, et al., 2013) and in vivo applications (Flotte, et al., 1993). The viral DNA 

vectors were created by replacing genes essential for viral replication with the gene encoding the 

protein of interest. Lentiviral vectors have high efficiency of infection and gene integration in 

cell lines, but also inherit safety issues for translational applications. Stable cell line can be 

generated in 14-18 days. AAVs have cell-type specificity but lack the machinery to replicate, 

making them more appealing for in vivo gene delivery. Other strategies rely on site-specific gene 

recombination systems, some of which were derived from bacteriophage and yeast. Two 

examples include Cyclization recombinase (Cre)- locus of X-over P1 (loxP) (Sauer & 

Henderson, 1988) and Flippase (FLP)- Flippase recombinase target (FRT) (Sadowski, 1995) 

recombination. The general mechanism requires the enzyme, either Cre or FLP, to recognize and 

bind to specific DNA sequences flanking the coding sequence that will be translocated. The 

enzyme then generates double-strand breaks at those specific flanking sequences to integrate the 

segment of DNA into the genome. However, these systems require cognate flanking sequences 

in the genome where the insertion is expected to occur. These technologies have been very useful 

in creating transgenic animals and cell lines. 

To avoid the drawbacks of viral gene delivery and gene recombination methods, another 

appealing technique leverages a transposase system of genetic integration. Like recombinases, a 

family of enzymes called transposases recognize two short inverted DNA sequences in a 

plasmid, cuts the DNA at these precise points, and integrates the cut fragment into the cellular 

genome. By including an antibiotic resistant gene in the cut fragment, cells that have successfully 

incorporated the cut plasmid DNA, or a transposon, are then antibiotically selected. The 
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transposase enzyme can be delivered into cells either in the form of a plasmid DNA encoding the 

enzyme or a purified protein. One such system that is commercially available is called piggyBac. 

Originally discovered in and isolated from a cabbage looper moth Trichoplusia ni, piggyBac is 

unique because it can precisely excise the transposon from the donor DNA (Yusa, 2014). This 

“cut-and-paste” mechanism allows piggyBac to also restore the integration site to the pre-

transposon state (Li, et al., 2013). The transposase integrates the transposon preferably at 

transcriptional units, 5’-cytosine-phosphate-guanine-3’ (CpG) islands, transcriptional start sites, 

and TTAA-rich regions found throughout the genome (Galvan, et al., 2009). This method is also 

uniquely fast, generating a stable cell line in as little as two weeks (Balasubramanian, et al., 

2015). I chose this method to generate the stable cell lines for the subsequent experiments. 

The choice of fluorescent protein can also contribute to signal-to-noise ratio, protein 

expression, localization, and functions of the protein to which it is fused. The fluorescent protein 

(FP) used in a trafficking study should have adequate brightness above the background (signal to 

noise) and photostablity. Moreover, the FP should not induce unwanted oligomerization and 

most critically not interfere with function of the protein of interest (Shaner, et al., 2005). At the 

time when I developed my thesis project, the brightest green and red fluorescent proteins 

available were mNeonGreen and mScarlet-I, respectively (Shaner, et al., 2013) (Bindels, et al., 

2017). These FPs are more photostable compared to other FPs in their respective spectral classes, 

are monomeric, relatively pH-insensitive around neutral pH (but can be affected by acidity below 

pH 6), and did not interfere with endogenous protein functions (Shaner, et al., 2013) (Steiert, et 

al., 2018). Green fluorescent proteins generally have higher quantum yields (ratio of the emitted 

photons to the absorbed photons) and brighter signals compared to many red fluorescent 

proteins. The in vitro quantum yield for mNeonGreen was reported to be 80% (Shaner, et al., 
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2013), compared to 54% for mScarlet-I (Bindels, et al., 2017). mNeonGreen has also been fused 

to several IFT proteins and successfully used by several groups to study the transport machinery 

(See, et al., 2016) (Hong, et al., 2018) (Engelke, et al., 2019). Therefore, I chose mNeonGreen 

for the tracking assay. 

 

2.1.2 Molecular biology cloning procedures 

For IFT-mNeonGreen plasmid design, a piggyBac plasmid complementary DNA 

(cDNA), pPB-EF1a-MCS-IRES-Neo (System Biosciences, Palo Alto, CA, Cat#PB533A-2), was 

digested by restriction enzymes EcoRI and NotI. Mouse IFT88 sequence was amplified by 

Polymerase chain reaction (PCR) from pCMV-mIFT88-mEmerald plasmid (Accession number 

NM_009376.2, Michael Davidson collection from Molecular Biology-Shared Resource, Janelia 

Research Campus, Ashburn, VA). The IFT88 PCR product has a 5’ overhanging sequence 

complementary to the insertion site in the piggyBac plasmid closer to EcoRI site and a 3’ 

overhanging sequence complementary to a flexible linker sequence fused to mNeonGreen. The 

primers used in the PCR reaction were IFT88-L and IFT88-R (Table 2.1). The 3’ overhanging 

sequence also included three sets of Ser-Gly-Gly-Gly-Gly (glycine (Gly)-serine (Ser) linker). 

The mNeonGreen sequence was PCR-amplified from a pUC57-mNeonGreen plasmid (gift from 

George Daley’s laboratory, Harvard Medical School, Boston, MA). The mNeonGreen PCR 

product has a 5’ overhanging sequence complementary to the flexible linker on the 3’ end of the 

IFT88 PCR-amplified product, and a 3’ overhanging sequence complementary to the insertion 

site in the piggyBac plasmid closer to the NotI site. The primers used in the PCR reaction were 

mNeonGreen-L and mNeonGreen-R (Table 2.1). All the PCRs were performed using Platinum 

SuperFi DNA polymerase and buffer (Invitrogen, Cat#12358010). The digested vector plasmid 
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and PCR products were verified on an 1% agarose gel (LE Quick Dissolve Agarose, Genemate, 

Cat#E-3120-500) in Tris-acetate-EDTA (TAE) buffer (Corning Cat#46010CM), and gel-

extracted and purified (using kits from Qiagen, Cat#28115 and Cat#28104 respectively). IFT88 

and mNeonGreen PCR products were subcloned into the digested piggyBac plasmid vector using 

the Gibson Assembly (Gibson, et al., 2009). The single plasmid was transformed into competent 

bacteria and screened for positive clones carrying the plasmid with ampicillin. Successful 

cloning was verified by Sanger sequencing. A positive clone of the plasmid was amplified with 

the midiprep procedure for experimental use. 

 

Table 2.1. Oligonucleotide primers used in cloning of IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-
mNeonGreen plasmid constructs. 
 

Primers Sequences (5’ > 3’) 

IFT88-L ACTCTAGAGCTAGCGAATTCATGATGGAAAATGTTCATCTGGC
ACC 

IFT88-R GCCGCCACCCGACCCACCTCCGCCCGAGCCTCCGCCACCAGAT
TCTGGGAGCAAGTCATCTCCTAACTCTTCATCAGCAAAATC 

mNeonGreen-L GAGGTGGGTCGGGTGGCGGCGGATCAATGGTGAGCAAGGGCG
AGGAGGATAAC 

mNeonGreen-R GGGGCGCGGCCGCGGATCCTTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATG 

IFT25-L CGCCTACTCTAGAGCTAGCGAATTCATGAGAAAAATTGATCTC
TGTCTG 

IFT25-R CGCCACCAGAACGCGTTGAGGAAAGATTTG 
mNeonGreen-L2 CTCAACGCGTTCTGGTGGCGGAGGCTCGGG 

mNeonGreen-R2 GGGAGAGGGGCGCGGCCGCGGATCCTTTACTTGTACAGCTCGTCCATGCCCATCAC 
 

For IFT25-mNeonGreen plasmid construct, the same piggyBac vector plasmid (PB533A-

2) was digested with restriction enzymes EcoRI and BamHI. Human IFT25 cDNA sequence was 

PCR-amplified from pCMV6-hHSPB11-Myc-DDK plasmid (Accession number NM_016126, 

Origene, Cat#RC202693). The IFT25 PCR product has a 5’ overhanging sequence 

complementary to the insertion site in the piggyBac plasmid closer to EcoRI site and a 3’ 
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overhanging sequence complementary to a flexible linker sequence fused to mNeonGreen. The 

primers used in PCR reaction were IFT25-L and IFT25-R (Table 2.1). The mNeonGreen with 

GS-linker was PCR-amplified from the IFT88-mNeonGreen plasmid previously subcloned. The 

primers used in the PCR reaction were mNeonGreen-L2 and mNeonGreen-R2 (Table 2.1). The 

digested vector plasmid and the PCR products were verified on an agarose gel, gel-extracted and 

purified. Since the IFT25 cDNA is smaller (473 base pairs) than other fragments, I first ligated it 

with mNeonGreen PCR product by Gibson Assembly. The reaction mixture was purified and 

PCR-amplified for the IFT25-mNeonGreen fragment. The PCR product was verified on an 

agarose gel, gel-extracted, and purified. IFT25-mNeonGreen was then subcloned into the 

digested piggyBac vector plasmid by Gibson Assembly as recommended by the manufacturer. 

Successful cloning was verified by Sanger sequencing method and amplified with midiprep 

procedure for experimental use. 

 

2.2 Transfection and generation of stable cell lines  

In this study, NIH3T3 mouse fibroblasts were used as a model cell line as these cells 

form primary cilia within a day after serum starvation and the primary cilia mostly locate on the 

ventral side of the cell (protruding laterally from the cell body), close to the growing surface (Ott 

& Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012). In comparison, other cell types, such as kidney cells (IMCD3 

cells or Madin-Darby Canine Kidney (MDCK) cells) normally form primary cilia on the dorsal 

surface of the cells, protruding into the medium. Their orientations expose primary cilia to fluid 

motion, which could negatively affect the particle tracking process. One strategy to circumvent 

this issue is to grow the kidney cells on a porous membrane and flip the cell monolayer to flatten 

the primary cilia on an imaging surface (Ott & Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012). However, the 
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method involves removal of culture medium surrounding the ventral side of cell monolayer and 

primary cilia, which may change ciliary function. The characteristics of NIH3T3 cells and their 

primary cilia are thus suitable for live-cell imaging as the primary cilia situate within the focal 

length of the objective lens of the microscope. Moreover, NIH3T3 cells are relatively more 

receptive to uptake of exogenous DNA than other cell types, such as Retinal pigmented epithelial 

(RPE) cells.  

Localization of proteins to primary cilia can be determined by either immunofluorescence 

staining or by co-expression of the protein of interest with another protein that is well-established 

to localize in primary cilia. Acetylated a-tubulin is widely used as a biomarker to locate primary 

cilia (Hua & Ferland, 2017) since it is enriched in the axoneme of the primary cilia. However, 

antibody-staining requires chemical fixation of the cells, which is not compatible with live-cell 

microscopy or in vivo imaging. To observe the localization in live cells, the protein of interest 

can be co-expressed with fluorescently tagged ARL13B, a small GTPase found to almost 

exclusively localize to primary cilia (Delling, et al., 2013). 

 The spatial resolution of conventional light microscopy is limited by the diffraction of 

emitted visible light and interference of wavefronts from multiple emitters. Each point emitter 

generates a diffraction pattern called Airy disk, with a central spot surrounded by series of 

diffraction rings. According to Abbe’s limit, the size of this central spot depends on the 

excitation wavelength of light, and the numerical aperture of the objective lens (Abbe, 1873). 

The resolution of a microscope defines the shortest distance between two single emitters that 

their central spots can be visually separated. The formula for lateral resolution was first 

suggested by Abbe, and later refined by Lord Rayleigh (Rayleigh, 1896): 

resolutionx,y= 0.61 λ 2NA# = 0.61 λ 2n∙ sin θ#  
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The numerical aperture (NA) depends on the refractive index of the imaging medium and the 

aperture angle. The resolution can be improved by shortening of the excitation wavelength and 

increasing the numerical aperture. Even in the ideal conditions, with the shortest visible 

wavelength of light at 400 nm and the best objective lens, lateral resolution is still limited to 

~200-250 nm. Axial resolution is generally worse than the lateral counterparts, on the order of 

450-700 nm, due to out-of-focus light interference. 

Several techniques have been developed in the past twenty years to overcome such 

limitation, including Total Internal Reflection Fluorescence Microscopy (TIRFM), Airyscan 

Fluorescence Microscopy, and super-resolution microscopy approaches. In TIRFM, the 

excitation photons are positioned to arrive at angles larger than a critical angle at the interface 

between the glass surface and the cell or medium, such that the light is reflected backward. 

Although the light does not pass into the medium, it generates an evanescent wave at the 

interface that radiates into the medium. The wave has the same frequency as the original 

excitation light and will excite fluorophores beyond the interface, although the energy decays 

exponentially over the distance away from the interface. The penetration depth depends on the 

wavelength of the incident light, the angle of incidence, and refractive indices of media at the 

interface (Fish, 2009): 

d= λ0 4π⁄ %n22 sin2 θ -n12&
-1/2
 

The penetration depth is inversely related to the angle of incidence. Depending on the objective 

lens, the penetration depth can range from 200 nm to 45 nm (Fish, 2009). The main advantage of 

TIRFM is low background signal. Only those fluorophores close to the surface are excited, 

practically removing the out-of-focus fluorescence and minimizing the rate of photobleaching 

and phototoxicity to the cell. One drawback to TIRFM is that one is limited to imaging close to 
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the glass surface. If the structure or region of interest is too far from the surface (>200 nm), then 

the evanescent wave cannot reach and excite the fluorophores. Another caveat is that the 

precision in the angle adjustment on a microscope system can dramatically change penetration 

depth. Even with these drawbacks, this technique has proven to be useful in studies of membrane 

proteins, binding events of molecules at the cell membrane, and endocytosis or exocytosis of 

vesicles (Beaumont, 2003) (Fowler, et al., 2007) (Saffarian & Kirchhausen, 2008) . 

Many super-resolution microscopy techniques rely on selective excitation of fluorophores 

temporally or spatially. In order to resolve two emitters apart, one can use high-powered laser to 

force the majority of the fluorophores into a dark state, permitting only a small fraction of 

molecules to fluoresce, or ‘blink’, at a given time. After multiple iterations of acquisition, the 

signals are reconstructed into an image with sub-diffraction resolution. This is the fundamental 

concept of Photoactivated Localization Microscopy (PALM) and Stochastic Optical 

Reconstruction Microscopy (STORM). A different approach but a similar result can be achieved 

by Stimulated Emission Depletion (STED) microscopy, where a second laser suppresses the 

fluorescence signals outside the point of interest in the sample. These super-resolution 

microscopic methods have reduced the resolution limit from ~200 nm in confocal microscopy to 

~10-20 nm (Galbraith & Galbraith, 2011). Super resolution applications in live cell imaging are 

challenging due to the requirement for specific fluorescent proteins or fluorophores that can 

blink, and use of high-energy light that can cause cell toxicity (Sahl, et al., 2017). 

Another fluorescent microscopy method that is suitable for these studies is based on the 

Airyscan principle. In conventional confocal microscopy, out-of-focus light is prevented from 

reaching the detector or camera by a pinhole placed in front of the detector/camera. This allows 

optical sectioning of the signals, improving resolution of the image, but at a cost of reduced 
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signal intensity (Huff, 2015). One solution is to have an array of smaller detector elements, each 

acting as a smaller pinhole to collect light. Signals are then combined from each detector 

increasing resolution. Through pixel reassignment and linear deconvolution processing post-

acquisition, this Airyscan detector can effectively improve the resolution of the image by 1.7 

times in all three spatial dimensions (140 nm in x/y and 400 nm in z), while maintaining optical 

sectioning and signal strength (Huff, 2015). When the Airyscan configuration is combined with 

an elongated illumination shaping of the excitation light spot, the illumination covers four lines 

of sensing elements on the detector. This approach gives 1.5 times increase in resolution and 4 

times improvement in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) at 4 times faster in the scanning speed, 

benefitting the tracking process. 

 

2.2.1 Cell culture and imaging procedures 

Mouse NIH3T3 fibroblasts (ATCC, Cat#CRL-1658) were cultured in Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium (DMEM) (ATCC, Cat#30-2002) with 10% Bovine Calf Serum (BCS) 

(GemCell, Cat#100-506) and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin (Gemini Bio, Cat#400-109) at 37 oC 

and 5% CO2. Cells were split when the density was 70-80% confluent. Between passages, cell 

viability was monitored, and cell counting was performed using a Countess II FL Automated 

Cell Counter (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#AMQAF1000). 

For live-cell imaging, the surface of 8-well chambered coverglass (Nunc Lab-Tek II, 

Thermo Scientific, Cat#155409) was coated with 0.1 mg/ml poly-D-lysine hydrobromide (Sigma 

Aldrich, Cat#P6407) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. After rinsing the surface with 

sterile water, the surface was then coated with 50 µg/ml laminin (Sigma Aldrich, Cat#L2020) for 

30 minutes at 37 oC, and the surface again rinsed with DMEM.  
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NIH3T3 cells were plated on the coated chambered coverglass at 10,000 cells/cm2. Cells 

were allowed to attach and spread on the surface for 24 hours before transfection. The 

localization of IFT proteins was first verified by transiently transfecting one of the IFT plasmids 

into NIH3T3 cells stably expressing human ARL13B (hARL13B) fused to mScarlet-I 

(hARL13B-(mScarlet-I), using ViaFectTM transfection reagent (Promega, Cat#E4981) following 

the manufacturer’s recommendations. At 1-day post-transfection, the cells were incubated with 

serum-free DMEM for 24 hours to initiate ciliogenesis. 

To generate stable cell lines, either a IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen 

plasmid construct was co-transfected into NIH3T3 cells with pCAG-PBT plasmid (gift from Dr. 

James Z. Liu, Janelia Research Campus, VA), which encodes a piggyBac transposase. The cells 

were plated in a 6-well plate at 10,000 cells/cm2 one day prior to transfection. After transfection, 

cells were incubated for 3 days before clonal selection. This allowed for the transposase to be 

expressed and incorporate the DNA coding sequence of my protein of interest into the genome. 

After 3 days, the transfected cells were selected with 500 µg/ml G418 sulfate (Gibco, 

Cat#10131027) for 3 days.  

For clonal selection of stable cell lines, the antibiotic-selected cells were split, counted, 

and plated to an estimated 1 cell per well on a 96-well plate. Cells were incubated for at least one 

week to allow adequate growth. Wells containing single colonies of NIH3T3 cells stably 

expressing either IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen at moderate expression levels 

(evaluated by fluorescent brightness) were selected and expanded for experimental uses. 

During imaging, cells were immersed in 4-(2-hydroxyethyl)-1-piperazineethanesulfonic 

acid (HEPES)-buffered solution, pH 7.4 with ionic composition as follows: 137 mM NaCl, 5.4 

mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM ethylene glycol-bis(b-aminoethyl ether)-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic 
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acid (EGTA), 5 mM D-glucose, and 6 mM CaCl2  (corresponding to ~1 mM free Ca2+). The 

imaging chamber with cultured cells was incubated at 37 oC via inductive temperature control. 

Cells and their primary cilia were imaged on Laser scanning microscope (LSM)-880 inverted 

microscope system (Carl Zeiss, Germany) with Plan-Apochromat 63x Oil/1.4 N.A. objective, 

using the Airyscan Fast configuration. Images were acquired onto an Airyscan detector at two 

times the Nyquist sampling frequency, with estimated lateral pixel resolution of 43 nm per pixel, 

and at 21 Hz. Non-Linear Optics (NLO) Argon laser and LSM710 Laser kit (Carl Zeiss) were 

used to produce 488 nm and 561 nm excitation light, respectively. The excitation light was 

reflected onto the sample by Main beam splitter (MBS) 488/561, emission light was passed 

through a dichroic beam splitter (Secondary beam splitter (SBS) Band-pass (BP) 420-460 + 

Long-pass (LP) 500) and an emission filter for the Airyscan module (BP 495-550 + LP 570) 

before reaching the detector. Images were processed post-acquisition using ZEN (Carl Zeiss) and 

ImageJ softwares (NIH).  

 

2.3 Kymograph for trafficking visualization and velocity quantification 

 For directional trafficking, one can measure the speed of particle movement by tracking 

them over a period of time along a predetermined path. A simple method to visualize particle 

movement is to generate a kymograph (Schätzle, et al., 2016). By plotting the positions of 

particles in space over time, I can directly observe the directionality in the traveling tracks, the 

qualitative measure of particle velocities, and the signal intensity representing the density of 

proteins. A kymograph effectively collapses spatial information from 2D time-lapse images into 

1D along the specified trajectory, while preserving the temporal information. There are software 

packages developed to assist in kymograph generation. For instance, a function called “Multi 
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kymograph” in ImageJ can graph the positions of particles along the length of identified 

trajectory, with the signal intensity of the averaged fluorescence signals along the width of the 

trajectory plotted over time. Since one axis represents a position dimension and the other axis is 

a time dimension, one can simply calculate the velocities of the tracks by calculating slopes. 

Static or slow-moving particles will appear as tracks mostly running parallel to the time axis, 

while faster-moving particles will appear as tilted tracks. The measured slope has a unit of 

positional pixel per time interval. To convert the values into actual velocities, one can scale them 

by the resolution of each pixel in microns per pixel and the time in seconds between each frame 

of the time-lapse image stack. The technique has been widely used in studying axonal transport 

of vesicles, cytoskeleton and motor proteins, and IFT process inside flagella and cilia (Ott & 

Lippincott-Schwartz, 2012) (Ishikawa & Marshall, 2015). 

 In the case of primary cilia, the trafficking of IFT complexes is restricted to span the 

length of the organelle. Therefore, the trajectory of particles can easily be set to the whole 

cilium. Tracks that move in the direction from the base of the primary cilium towards the ciliary 

tip represent anterograde trains. Similarly, tracks that move in the opposite direction, from the tip 

of the cilium back to the base of the cilium, represent retrograde trains. One caveat of this 

method of visualization is that the predetermined path has to be followed consistently. Any 

significant displacement of the underlying structure away from the initial path will lead to the 

disappearance of signal in a section of or along the whole kymograph, making the tracks 

untraceable. This issue is more profound in primary cilia than axons or other structures due to the 

smaller dimensions and weak adhesion to the growing surface, despite some evidence to suggest 

cilia-cilia contacts via glycoproteins (Ott, et al., 2012).  
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After a kymograph with adequate SNR is generated, the next step is track identification. 

This step can be done manually, or computationally to remove any bias in track selection. 

Several methods exist, with varying degree of reliable track detection. Recently, a research group 

has developed an automated algorithm, called Kymobutler, to identify tracks in a kymograph and 

calculate particle velocities using a machine-learning approach (Jakobs, et al., 2019). By training 

the program on both simulated and actual kymographs, the authors demonstrated that the 

software can reliably recognize and distinguish different tracks, provided that the starting 

kymographs have low background noise and tracks are continuous. Another study proposed a 

different semi-automated image processing approach, called KymographClear (Mangeol, et al., 

2016). By using a Fourier filtering method, trafficking tracks can be parsed out into three major 

directions: anterograde, retrograde, and static (Chenouard, et al., 2010). This method is based on 

a curvelet transform that can reliably separate tracks, improving SNR and analysis. I combined 

the latter method with a Macro algorithm in ImageJ to assist in recognizing, distinguishing, and 

recording position-time coordinates of the identified tracks from kymographs.  

 

2.4 Image processing and analysis 

 Primary cilia of NIH3T3 cells may be stationary or have some movement due to fluid 

flow or thermal fluctuations. In the cases where primary cilia were relatively stationary, 

kymographs were generated from time-lapse images of primary cilia using the Multi kymograph 

plugin in ImageJ. For images of a primary cilium that translated laterally but stayed relatively 

rigid over time, the image stacks were aligned using a Template Matching plugin in ImageJ prior 

to generating the kymograph. When there were substantial movement and changing shape of the 

primary cilium, a Macro program in ImageJ was developed to reposition tracks in the 
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kymograph. In brief, several sub-stacks were created from a time-lapse image stack, in which the 

primary cilium was relatively stationary within a shorter duration of time. A kymograph was 

generated from each sub-stack, and all kymographs were aligned at the base of the primary 

cilium and vertically concatenated.  

After an accurate kymograph was successfully generated, a Fourier filtering Macro 

algorithm was performed on the kymograph, and the position-time coordinates of IFT tracks in 

pixels were recorded. The coordinates, along with the information on spatial resolution and time 

points as calculated by the microscope configurations, were imported into a custom-built 

MATLAB algorithm to calculate velocities of IFT trains and plot histograms of train velocity 

distributions. The computer-assisted codes for the analysis are available upon request. 

 

2.5 Statistical analyses 

The statistical analyses were performed using Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, 

CA). Normalcy was evaluated after completion of descriptive statistics to inform the choice of 

tests. Comparisons between conditions were performed using Kruskal-Wallis Analysis of 

Variance (ANOVA) test, typically, as the data were not normally distributed, followed by a post-

hoc test (Dunn’s multiple comparison test) to adjust p-values. 

 

2.6 Results and Discussion 

Previous studies from many groups reported a wide range of velocities for IFT 

components in different model organisms, cell types and conditions. The mean velocities of 

some components of the IFT machinery without any perturbations to the cells (the resting or 

baseline condition) from the literature are summarized in Table 2.2.  
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Table 2.2. Summary of ranges of IFT velocities in various model organisms or cell lines 
reported in the literature.  
 
BBS = Bardet-Biedl Syndrome protein.  
KAP = Kinesin-Associated Protein.  
DHC2.1 = Dynein, cytoplasmic 2, Heavy Chain 1.  
OSM3 = Osmotic avoidance abnormal protein 3. 
CHE = (abnormal) Chemotaxis. 
ICK = Intestinal Cell Kinase (Serine/threonine-protein kinase). 
KIF = Kinesin Family member. 
 

Species/ 
Cell line 

Components of 
IFT complex 
probed 

Mean 
Anterograde 
(µm s-1) 

Mean 
Retrograde 
(µm s-1) 

Ref. 

Chlamydomonas 
reinhardtii 

IFT20, BBS4,  
IFT27, KAP 1.5-2.6 1.8-3.8 

(Lechtreck, et al., 2009) 
(Engel, et al., 2009) 
(Ishikawa, et al., 2014) 

Trypanosoma 
brucei IFT52, DHC2.1 0.5-3.1 5.6-7.4 (Buisson, et al., 2013) 

Caenorhabditis 
elegans 

OSM6, OSM3,  
KAP1, CHE11, 

CHE2 
0.7-1.3 1-1.2 (Snow, et al., 2004) 

(Ou, et al., 2005) 

Mouse IMCD3 

IFT88,  
KIF3B, IFT43,  
BBS8, IFT20,  
KIF17, ICK,  
IFT56 

0.3-1.2 0.4-1 

(Tran, et al., 2008) 
(Besschetnova, et al., 2009) 

(Ye, et al., 2013) 
(Broekhuis, et al., 2014) 
(Ishikawa, et al., 2014) 
(Raman, et al., 2015) 

LLC-PK1 
(Porcine Kidney 

cells) 
IFT20, IFT88 0.4-0.6 0.6-0.7 (Follit, et al., 2006) 

(Raman, et al., 2015) 

Mouse 
Embryonic 
Fibroblasts 

IFT88 1.1 0.7 (He, et al., 2014) 

NIH3T3  
(mouse 

fibroblasts) 
IFT88 0.45-0.7 0.3-0.7 (Hong, et al., 2018) 

(Engelke, et al., 2019) 

Mouse 
Olfactory 
Sensory 
Neurons 

IFT122, IFT88,  
KIF17, BBS4 0.22-0.24 0.14-0.17 (Williams, et al., 2014) 

 

Overall, IFT trains travel at much faster velocities in C. reinhardtii (1.5-2.6 µm s-1 in 

anterograde and 1.8-3.8 µm s-1 in retrograde) and T. brucei flagella (0.5-3.1 µm s-1 in 
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anterograde and 5.6-7.4 µm s-1 in retrograde), compared to those in the sensory cilia of C. 

elegans (0.7-1.3 µm s-1 in anterograde and 1-1.2 µm s-1 in retrograde) and primary cilia of 

various mammalian cell types (0.2-1.2 µm s-1 in anterograde and 0.1-1 µm s-1 in retrograde). In 

most kidney cells, the velocities of IFT components were reported to be approximately the same 

in both directions. However, the relative velocities between anterograde and retrograde trains in 

other cell types can vary depending on the component being observed. 

In my stable cell lines, I observed localization of IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-

mNeonGreen in primary cilia of NIH3T3 cells (Figure 2.1). The fluorescent signal for each 

protein spanned the total ciliary length, and concentrated around the basal body, which lies 

beyond the membranous region labeled by hARL13B-(mScarlet-I). The bulging basal region was 

used to distinguish the base of a primary cilium from the tip and designate the directionality of 

the IFT trains in subsequent image analyses and quantification. Primary cilia of NIH3T3 cells 

mostly located close to the cell nuclei, on the ventral side of the cell body, with a small 

population of cells forming cilia laterally. IFT88-mNeonGreen was also present in the 

cytoplasm, but not in the nucleus, resulting in a shadow region of the cell body (Figure 2.1A). 

Interestingly, I observed fluorescence of IFT25-mNeonGreen present in both cytoplasmic and 

nuclear compartments, which may hint in a potential function of IFT25 in the nucleus (Figure 

2.1B). Unfortunately, this nuclear localization can adversely increase the background signals 

during particle tracking, especially when a primary cilium forms ventral to the nucleus. 

Therefore, I clonally selected for cells that express moderate-to-low levels of my proteins of 

interest, so individual IFT trains could be traced.  
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Figure 2.1. IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen are localized in primary cilia. (A) An 
IFT88-mNeonGreen construct was transiently transfected into NIH3T3 cells stably expressing 
hARL13B-(mScarlet-I). (B) An IFT25-mNeonGreen construct was transiently transfected into 
NIH3T3 cells stably expressing hARL13B-(mScarlet-I). The dash orange lines mark the nuclear 
boundaries. Insets show magnified images of primary cilia with colocalized fluorescence 
(slightly shifted in one channel for clarity). Scale bars represent 5 µm.  
 

 

When I quantified the velocities of the IFT trains in the anterograde and retrograde 

directions, the results showed two distinct distributions of velocities. In NIH3T3 cells, 

anterograde trains of both IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen were traveling at 

approximately twice the speed of the retrograde trains, on average (Figure 2.2). The velocity 

distributions between the two IFTs are not significantly different, which is consistent with earlier 

studies suggesting that they are parts of the same IFT-B complex (Taschner & Lorentzen, 2016). 

In addition, the velocities in both anterograde and retrograde directions are within the range of 
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velocities reported in mammalian cells by other studies, confirming that my image acquisition 

and analysis is robust and reproducible. 

 

 

Figure 2.2. Velocity distributions of (A) IFT88-mNeonGreen and (B) IFT25-mNeonGreen at 
rest in primary cilia of NIH3T3 fibroblasts. The histograms in blue represent velocities of IFT 
trains in the anterograde direction. The histograms in orange represent velocities of IFT trains in 
the retrograde direction. The anterograde and retrograde velocities were not significantly 
different between IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen. For IFT88-mNeonGreen, n = 7 
cilia. For IFT25-mNeonGreen, n = 7 cilia. The histogram is binned into 0.1 µm/s increments in 
velocity. Mean, SD, and Median have units of µm/s. Statistics were performed using Kruskal-
Wallis test, with p-values adjusted to account for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method. 
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Chapter 3: 

Intracellular Ca2+ perturbations and IFT trafficking dynamics 

3.1 Introduction 

Mammalian cells maintain a nearly 10,000-fold Ca2+ gradient between the cytosol (50 to 

100 nM) and extracellular solution (2 mM) (Clapham, 2007). This concentration difference 

allows Ca2+ the potential to be utilized as a rapid and robust signaling molecule. For example, T-

cell activation initiates an increase in intracellular [Ca2+], as well as activation of MAPK and 

Nuclear factor kappa-light-chain-enhancer of activated B cells (NF-kB) pathways, resulting in 

the secretion of Interleukin-2 (IL-2), which promotes T cell proliferation and differentiation 

(Borgne, et al., 2016). Stimulation of fibroblasts by basic fibroblast growth factor (bFGF) 

induces Ca2+ efflux from the ER, increasing intracellular [Ca2+] to hundreds of nanomolar. The 

level can last several minutes to an hour, and lead to cell division (Munaron, et al., 1995). 

However, sustained elevation of intracellular [Ca2+] can also induce apoptosis (Nicotera & 

Orrenius, 1998). More recent studies found mitochondria to be the main modulator of cytosolic 

[Ca2+] and apoptotic pathway (Pinton, et al., 2008). The organelles can take up Ca2+ in cytoplasm 

near Ca2+ channels on the Endoplasmic reticulum (ER) or plasma membrane, via Mitochondrial 

Ca2+ uniporter (MCU) to dissipate the microdomains of high [Ca2+] (Penna, et al., 2018). 

Excessive accumulation of Ca2+ disrupts the proton gradient across mitochondrial membrane and 

interferes with adenosine triphosphate (ATP) production (Patron, et al., 2013). The Ca2+ overload 

also initiates the formation of mitochondrial permeability transition pore (mPTP), collapsing the 

membrane potential, followed by swelling of mitochondria (Di Lisa & Bernardi, 2009). The 

release of pyridine nucleotides and cytochrome c into the cytoplasm ensues, activating Cysteinyl 

aspartate-specific proteinases (Caspases) and downstream apoptotic pathway (Pinton, et al., 
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2008). Alternatively, Ca2+ can also activate Protein phosphatase 2B (PP2B)/Calcineurin (CaN), 

prompting the dephosphorylation of Dynamin-related protein 1 (Drp1), mitochondrial 

fragmentation, and apoptosis (Cribbs & Strack, 2007). Tight regulation of [Ca2+] is thus crucial 

for specific signaling in cells. 

The primary cilium represents a unique compartment for Ca2+ signaling. It is not 

separated from the intracellular space by a membrane; any increase in cytosolic [Ca2+] above the 

resting ciliary [Ca2+] can propagate into the organelle without delay (Delling, et al., 2013). An 

opening of a Ca2+-selective channels can conduct roughly 106 ions per second down the 

electrochemical concentration gradient. With a few thousand channels, intracellular [Ca2+] can 

change in seconds (Clapham, 2007). In cilia, with its small volume and similar density of 

channels per square micron, intraciliary [Ca2+] could change even more rapidly. Ca2+ entry can 

rapidly increase the [Ca2+] in the femtoliter of cilioplasm before dialyzing by diffusion into the 

relatively huge (picoliter) cytoplasmic volume. An increase in [Ca2+] by 100 nM only requires an 

addition of approximately 60 ions in this tight space. Thus, primary cilium experience changes in 

[Ca2+] which differ from those in the cytoplasm. Can the differences in intraciliary [Ca2+] be a 

mechanism for unique Ca2+ signaling?  

Cytoplasmic Ca2+ sources include: 1) Ca2+-permeant plasma membrane channels and 2) 

organellar release (Clapham, 2007). To decrease cytoplasmic [Ca2+], blockade of Ca2+ channels 

at the plasma membrane or chelation of intracellular Ca2+ are commonly employed. To block 

Ca2+ channels on the plasma membrane, trivalent cations, such as gadolinium (Gd3+), are 

effective in the micromolar range (Adding, et al., 2001). To chelate Ca2+ in the cytoplasm, cells 

can be loaded with a high-affinity and highly charged Ca2+ chelator, such as 1,2-bis(o-

aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N’,N’-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA), chemically linked with the charge-
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neutralizing acetoxymethyl (AM) ester groups. This molecule, BAPTA-AM, freely permeates 

cell membranes and becomes trapped in the cytoplasm after enzymatic cleavage of the AM 

groups by endogenous esterases. BAPTA-AM has been used in a variety of studies to investigate 

secretory pathways (Chen, et al., 2002) and neuronal synaptic vesicle generation (Cheung & 

Cousin, 2013) due to its high affinity (in the order of hundreds of nanomolar) and fast binding to 

Ca2+. The compound was demonstrated to dampen the neuronal responses to field stimulation 

within 5 minutes after being loaded into cells (Cheung & Cousin, 2013). These two approaches 

were used to lower cytoplasmic [Ca2+]. 

Multiple signaling pathways can increase [Ca2+] (Clapham, 2007). Historically, the 

primary cilium has been described a platform for the SHH pathway (Robbins, et al., 2012). In the 

canonical pathway, the SHH ligand binds to and inhibits PTCH1, which allows SMO to enter 

and enrich in primary cilia. SMO then facilitates the processing of GLI proteins into active 

transcription factors and mobilization into the nucleus. The translocation of GLI2/3 activators 

into the nucleus promotes the transcription of target genes associated with cell proliferation and 

tissue development (Robbins, et al., 2012). However, there is evidence for a noncanonical 

signaling pathway, which is GLI-independent and Ca2+-modulated. In non-ciliated Sf9 insect 

cells, mouse embryonic fibroblasts (MEFs), and human embryonic kidney (HEK) 293 cells, 

SMO activation was shown to stimulate Gai signaling (Riobo, et al., 2006). In Xenopus laevis, 

the Sonic Hedgehog ligand (Shh) elicits Ca2+ spikes in neurons of the developing neural tube 

(Belgacem & Borodinsky, 2011). This observation required extracellular Ca2+ entry through 

voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and inositol triphosphate (IP3)-mediated release of Ca2+ from 

intracellular stores. SMO agonist (SAG) was demonstrated to increase intraciliary [Ca2+] 

(Delling, et al., 2013). Activation of SMO also increases acetylation of a-tubulin, which is the 
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building block of microtubules and the axoneme (Lee & Ko, 2016). BAPTA-AM was shown to 

attenuate the increase of acetylation, implicating the involvement of Ca2+, but the exact 

mechanism is not clear (Lee & Ko, 2016). Activating the SHH pathway might be one method to 

raise [Ca2+] in primary cilia.  

Ca2+-dependent acetylation and other modifications of microtubules may affect how 

motor proteins of the IFT complex move. Alternatively, Ca2+ may interact with components of 

IFT machinery, regulating their functions. Over the past two decades, studies have evaluated the 

effects of [Ca2+] on the intraflagellar transport (IFT) trafficking process in flagellated single-

celled organisms, but little is known about the regulatory role in primary cilia. For example, in C. 

reinhardtii, elevations in intraflagellar [Ca2+] were correlated with initiation of paused IFT trains 

(in retrograde movement) and the onset of gliding motility (Collingridge, et al., 2013). When the 

extracellular Ca2+ was removed, the elevation of intraflagellar [Ca2+] and gliding stopped. The 

effects were also accompanied by the accumulation of IFT particles in surface-contacted regions 

of the flagella within minutes. Collingridge et al. claimed that mechanosensitive ion channels 

modulated intraflagellar [Ca2+] and liberated IFT trains from the flagellar membrane 

(Collingridge, et al., 2013). In addition, the dynamics of IFT turnaround at the tip of C. 

reinhardtii flagella was found to be affected by extracellular [Ca2+] and dynein activity (Chien, 

et al., 2017). The turnaround time for IFT27-GFP particles was evaluated via photobleach-

facilitated sparse labeling at the base of the flagellum (PhotoGate assay) (Belyy, et al., 2017). 

Chien et al. defined the resting time as the interval between the arrival and departure of 

anterograde and retrograde trains at the tip. When extracellular Ca2+ was chelated by EGTA, 

resting time increased relative to the unperturbed condition. A larger effect was seen when the 

cells were treated with a cytoplasmic dynein inhibitor, ciliobrevin D, which is consistent with the 
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notion that IFT uses dynein to transport (Chien, et al., 2017). Even so, Chien et al. did not 

determine the mechanism by which extracellular [Ca2+] modulates intraciliary transport. 

It is possible that Ca2+ does not directly interact with IFT proteins to regulate the 

trafficking process. Phosphorylation also regulates IFT trafficking. Mutating the Cyclin-

dependent kinase (CDK) homolog Long flagella 2 (LF2) or male germ cell-associated kinase 

(Mak) results in accumulation of IFT particles at flagellar and ciliary tips (Tam, et al., 2007) 

(Omori, et al., 2010). The Ca2+/CaM-dependent protein kinase CaMKII phosphorylates and 

disrupts the binding of the kinesin KIF17 to the scaffolding protein called Mint1 regulating the 

transport of NMDA receptor subunit 2B (NR2B) in neurons (Guillaud, et al., 2008). Liang et al. 

demonstrated that the phosphorylation state the kinesin-II subunit, Fasciclin-like arabinogalactan 

protein 8 (FLA8), a homolog of KIF3B, can be regulated by the C. reinhardtii Ca2+-dependent 

protein kinase 1 (CrCDPK1) and affect the loading and unloading of IFT-B within the flagella 

(Liang, et al., 2014). Knocking down CrCDPK1 caused FLA8, IFT139, and IFT172 to 

accumulate in the flagellar tip (Liang, et al., 2014). Yet, this study did not demonstrate 

intraflagellar [Ca2+] dependent modulation of the pathway.  

In this chapter, I examined whether the IFT trafficking dynamics inside primary cilia are 

affected when NIH3T3 cells were perturbed in different ways to change [Ca2+] at long 

timescales. Using an ionophore, ionomycin, I equilibrated intracellular [Ca2+] to that of the 

extracellular solution. I observed no significant change in the train velocities of my IFT fusion 

proteins after several minutes. To complement the clamping experiments, I also attempted to 

lower the intracellular [Ca2+] by either blocking Ca2+ channels or chelating Ca2+ inside the cells 

for hours. Neither method significantly changed the velocities of the IFT trains in either 

trafficking direction. Furthermore, activating SHH pathway, which was shown to increase 
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intraciliary [Ca2+], did not significantly change the velocities after a day of treatment with an 

agonist. Collectively, steady-state intracellular [Ca2+] did not significantly alter IFT train 

velocities. 

 

3.2 Materials and Methods 

3.2.1 Molecular biology: cloning of cilia targeted Ca2+ sensor 

The Ca2+ sensor jGCaMP7c was PCR-amplified from a lentiviral plasmid pGP-SIV-

hSyn-jGCaMP7c-mCherry (gift from Dr. Xiaowen Liu, Janelia Research Campus, VA) using 

primers with overhanging sequences complementary to the piggyBac vector backbone (Table 

3.1). The PCR product was inserted into the piggyBac transposon plasmid pPB-CAG-hARL13B-

(mScarlet-I) (VectorBuilder, VB171102-1058fmy) by Gibson Assembly. Targeting of the Ca2+ 

sensor was achieved via fusion with the human homolog of ARL13B gene (hARL13B) and a 

puromycin resistance gene for insertion selection.  

 

Table 3.1. Oligonucleotide primers used in Gibson Assembly of hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-
jGCaMP7c plasmid DNA construct. 
 

Primers Sequences (5’ > 3’) 
jGCaMP7c-L ACCGCGGGCCCGGGAATGGGTTCTCATCAT 
jGCaMP7c-R AGATCCGGTGGATCCTTACTTCGCTGTCAT 

 

3.2.2 Transfection and generation of stable cell lines 

To monitor cytosolic [Ca2+] changes simultaneously with single particle tracking, 

NIH3T3 cells stably expressing either IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen were 

transfected with the red-shifted, genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor jRGECO1a (Addgene, 

Cat#61563). To generate a stable cell line expressing an intraciliary Ca2+ sensor, I co-transfected 
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the piggyBac plasmid pPB-hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c and the pCAG-PBT plasmid (gift 

from Dr. James Z. Liu, Janelia Research Campus, VA) into wild-type NIH3T3 cells. Three days 

post-transfection, cells were selected using 1 µg/ml Puromycin (Gemini Bio, Cat#400-128P) for 

an additional three days with daily supply of fresh antibiotic. The positive clones were expanded. 

 

3.2.3 In vitro calibration of jGCaMP sensors 

 To assay for Ca2+ affinity of purified jGCaMP proteins, I prepared a series of Ca2+-

buffered solutions, by adjusting the ratio of CaEGTA and EGTA buffer solutions, as outlined in 

Tsien and Pozzan, 1989 (Tsien & Pozzan, 1989). CaEGTA solution included 10 mM CaEGTA, 

100 mM KCl, and 50 mM MOPS in deionized water at pH 7.2. Free [Ca2+] was estimated at ~39 

µM via MaxChelator. A solution of K2EGTA contained 10 mM EGTA, 100 mM KCl, and 50 

mM MOPS in deionized water at pH 7.2 with KOH. The [Ca2+]free can be calculated using the 

following equation: 

'Ca2+(
free
=KdEGTA×

[CaEGTA]
[K2EGTA]

 

In this equation, the Kd of EGTA is dependent on temperature, pH, and ionic strength of the 

solution. All the measurements were made at 37 oC, pH 7.2, and ionic strength of 0.1.  

To assay for Mg2+ affinity of the Ca2+ reporter, I prepared a series of Mg2+-buffered 

solutions, by adjusting the ratio of MgEDTA and EDTA. MgEDTA solutions included 10 mM 

MgEDTA, 100 mM KCl, and 50 mM MOPS in deionized water at pH 7.2. EDTA solution 

contained 10 mM EDTA, 100 mM KCl and 50 mM MOPS in deionized water at pH 7.2 with 

Tris base. The [Mg2+]free ranged from nominally-free to ~113 µM, as estimated by MaxChelator 

(Extended) program (Bers, et al., 2010): 

https://somapp.ucdmc.ucdavis.edu/pharmacology/bers/maxchelator/webmaxc/webmaxcE.htm 
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22-23 µmoles of either jGCaMP7b or jGCaMP7s purified proteins (provided by Tom 

Hennigan, Janelia Research Campus, VA) were included in either Ca2+- or Mg2+-buffered 

solutions and loaded onto a flat, clear-bottom, 96-well plate (Corning, Cat#3904). The 

fluorescent signals from the samples were measured using a microplate reader (Tecan, Infinite 

M1000 PRO). Each sample was excited with 485 nm-wavelength light and fluorescence 

emission intensity was measured at 510 nm wavelength and 37 oC.  

The changes in fluorescence were calculated as DF/F0, where F0 was the background-

subtracted baseline fluorescence. The normalized fluorescence intensity was fitted with a 

Boltzmann function using a one-site, specific binding model in Prism 7 software (GraphPad 

Software, CA). 

 

3.2.4 Calibration of the ratiometric hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c sensor in primary 

cilia 

I prepared Ca2+ solutions with incrementally increasing concentrations of free Ca2+ 

ranging from nominally-free (~50 pM) to 1 mM by adjusting the amount of EGTA and CaCl2, as 

estimated by the online software MaxChelator. The live cell imaging solutions contained the 

following: 137 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM EGTA, 5 mM D-glucose, 0.5 

mM MgCl2, and CaCl2 ranging from 0 to ~6 mM (corresponding to ~1 mM free [Ca2+]). The pH 

of all the solutions were adjusted with Tris base to 7.4. The osmolality was adjusted to 300-310 

mOsm. 

NIH3T3 cells stably expressing hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c were plated at a 

density of 10,000 cells/cm2 in coated wells of a live-cell imaging chamber. The cells were 

incubated with serum-free DMEM one day before imaging to induce ciliogenesis. On the day of 
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the imaging session, the culture medium was replaced with a solution containing 315 nM [Ca2+]. 

The imaging chamber was placed on a heating stage maintained at 37 oC. 

During imaging, each solution was perfused into and aspirated out of the imaging 

chamber by two peristaltic pumps (Instech, P720). Complete solution exchange was 

accomplished in 2-3 minutes. Several primary cilia were selected, and baseline measurements 

were acquired. A solution with 315 nM [Ca2+] and 16 µM of the cholesterol-dependent detergent 

digitonin (EMD Millipore, Cat#300410-5GM) was perfused into the chamber to permeabilize the 

cells (Breslow, et al., 2013). Cells were incubated in the permeabilizing solution for 5 minutes. 

Following incubation, experimental solutions were perfused and allowed to incubate with cells 

for 5 minutes between each solution exchange. Samples were imaged at one-minute intervals on 

Zeiss LSM 880 laser point-scanning confocal microscope (63x Oil immersion, 1.4 N.A. 

objective lens) with Airyscan Fast configurations. Excitation and emission parameters were set 

for optimal detection of GFP and mScarlet-I fluorescence with sequential excitation at 488 nm 

and 561 nm, respectively. Images were acquired on the Airyscan detector at twice the Nyquist 

sampling frequency; lateral pixel resolution was estimated to 43 nm per pixel at 21 Hz. 

To construct a calibration curve, the acquired images were processed in ImageJ. The 

fluorescence intensity of the whole cilium in each channel was background subtracted; 

background fluorescence was estimated using a region of interest outside the cell and primary 

cilium. To correct for photobleaching, time-lapse images of the Ca2+ sensor in primary cilia 

without digitonin or other perturbations to the cells were separately acquired. The fluorescence 

intensities of both jGCaMP7c and mScarlet-I were plotted as functions of time and fit using an 

exponential decay function. The resulting exponential functions were used to adjust the 

calibration measurements for the corresponding fluorescent proteins (Macleod, 2012). The 
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fluorescent intensity of jGCaMP7c of the whole cilium was normalized to the fluorescence 

intensity of mScarlet-I. The averaged ratios measured from multiple primary cilia in the same 

imaging chamber were reported. The ratios were plotted as a function of time. The mean values 

at plateau in each condition were plotted as a function of free [Ca2+] and fitted to a Boltzmann 

function, using Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, CA). 

 

3.2.5 Steady-state equilibration of [Ca2+] with ionomycin 

In [Ca2+] clamp experiments, NIH3T3 cells stably expressing either IFT88-mNeonGreen 

or IFT25-mNeonGreen were cultured in each well of the imaging chamber at a density of 10,000 

cells/cm2. The cells were transfected at 1 day in vitro with jRGECO1a plasmid using ViaFectTM 

transfection reagent according to the manufacturer’s protocol. Cells were incubated overnight 

before replacing medium with DMEM containing 10% BCS and 1% Penicillin/Streptomycin. 

One day prior to imaging, the culture medium was replaced with serum-free DMEM to induce 

ciliogenesis. 

On the day of the imaging session, the culture medium was replaced with a solution 

containing 500 nM free [Ca2+]. Cells were imaged at 37 oC via inductive temperature control. 

Extracellular solutions containing 5 µM of the Ca2+ ionophore ionomycin (Sigma Aldrich, 

Cat#407951) and various [Ca2+], ranging from nominally-free (~50 pM) to 1 mM [Ca2+] were 

perfused into the imaging chamber. The detergent digitonin was observed to cause a loss of 

signals from the soluble jRGECO1a Ca2+ sensor; therefore, ionomycin was chosen for the Ca2+ 

clamping experiments. Changes in intracellular [Ca2+] in response to ionomycin were monitored 

via jRGECO1a fluorescence. Cells were incubated with each standard solution for 5 minutes 

before acquiring a time-lapse series of IFT transport inside primary cilia. Each set of time-lapse 
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images was ~48 seconds long (1,000 frames). Velocity quantification was performed as 

previously described in Chapter 2. 

 

3.2.6 Blocking Ca2+ channels with Gd3+ 

 A stock solution of GdCl3 at 10 mM in deionized, sterile water was prepared. The GdCl3 

solution was diluted to a working concentration at 100 µM in an imaging solution containing 10 

mM HEPES and 1 mM free [Ca2+]. Cells were incubated with the Gd3+ solution for 3 hours at 37 

oC. Primary cilia were imaged on the microscope and IFT trafficking dynamics were measured 

with the single particle tracking assay in the presence of 100 µM Gd3+ in the solution. 

 

3.2.7 Lowering intracellular [Ca2+] with the cell-permeant chelator BAPTA-AM 

 A stock solution of BAPTA-AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#B1205) in DMSO was 

prepared at 10 mM. Cells were loaded with BAPTA-AM at a working concentration of 5-10 µM 

and 0.01% w/v Pluronic F-127 (Sigma Aldrich, Cat#P2443) in serum-free DMEM. Cells were 

incubated in the medium at room temperature for 30 minutes. The medium was then replaced 

with either fresh DMEM or a live-cell imaging solution with 10 mM HEPES and 1 mM free 

[Ca2+]. Cells were incubated for an additional 15 minutes to hydrolyze the AM ester groups from 

BAPTA-AM (Tsien, 1981). Primary cilia were then imaged and IFT trafficking rates were 

measured using the single particle tracking assay. 

 

3.2.8 Activating the Sonic Hedgehog signaling pathway with the Smoothened agonist, SAG 

 NIH3T3 cells stably expressing the cilia-targeted hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c 

were incubated with 400 nM SAG in serum-free DMEM for 20 to 24 hours at 37 oC. Before 
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imaging, the culture medium was replaced with live-cell imaging solution supplemented with 1 

mM free [Ca2+] and 400 nM SAG. Measurements of IFT trafficking were performed using single 

particle tracking in primary the cilia of NIH3T3 cells stably expressing either IFT88-

mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen. 

 

3.2.9 Statistical analyses 

All statistical analyses were performed using Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, CA). 

Comparison between groups in the [Ca2+] clamp experiments were performed using Kruskal-

Wallis test for non-Gaussian distribution, followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test to adjust 

p-values. Each distribution was fitted to a log normal distribution. In the treatment experiments 

(Gd3+, BAPTA-AM, SAG), comparisons were performed between corresponding directionality 

of the IFT trains using the Mann-Whitney test with two-tailed p-value calculation. Comparisons 

of intraciliary [Ca2+] in treatment experiments were performed using one-way ANOVA with a 

Bonferroni post-hoc test; the data points were normally distributed as identified with the 

D’Agostino & Pearson normality test. 

 

3.3 Results and Discussion  

Steady-state intracellular [Ca2+] did not significantly change velocities of IFT proteins 

 I determined the velocities of either IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen within 

primary cilia while simultaneously monitoring intracellular [Ca2+] using a cytoplasmic red-

shifted Ca2+ sensor jRGECO1a. Cytosolic [Ca2+] was manipulated and maintained using the Ca2+ 

ionophore ionomycin and equilibration with extracellular [Ca2+]. A previous study reported the 

jRGECO1a Ca2+ affinity (Kd) to be 148 nM, which is close to the resting cytosolic [Ca2+] 
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(Kerruth, et al., 2016). This red-shifted sensor is suitable for use in combination with my 

mNeonGreen-tagged proteins. 

At all tested intracellular [Ca2+], the anterograde trains of IFT88-mNeonGreen traveled 

with similar velocities (median velocities were between 0.8-1.0 µm/s, standard deviations (SD)  

were between 0.6-0.9 µm/s, n = 3-4 cilia) as the unperturbed group (median velocity was 0.9 

µm/s, n = 7 cilia) (Figure 3.1). The retrograde trains of IFT88-mNeonGreen traveled at similar 

velocities (median velocities were between 0.2-0.3 µm/s, SD were between 0.5-0.7 µm/s, n = 3-4 

cilia) as the control condition (median velocity at 0.3 µm/s, n = 7 cilia) (Figure 3.2). It is of note 

that in the anterograde direction the standard deviation (SD) of IFT88-mNeonGreen train 

velocities in nominally-free intracellular [Ca2+] (~50 pM) condition was ~31% more than that of 

the control condition. As the intracellular [Ca2+] increased, the difference in SD of IFT88-

mNeonGreen train velocities decreased (Figure 3.1). In the retrograde direction, the SD of 

IFT88-mNeonGreen train velocities in nominally-free intracellular [Ca2+] conditions not 

different from the value at baseline. As the intracellular [Ca2+] increased, the difference in SD of 

IFT88-mNeonGreen train velocities decreased, as well (Figure 3.2). 
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Figure 3.1. Anterograde velocity profiles of IFT88-mNeonGreen as a function of intracellular 
[Ca2+]. NIH3T3 cells were perfused with solutions containing 5 µM ionomycin and the 
following [Ca2+] titrated with EGTA: (A) Nominally free Ca2+ (estimated to be 50 pM) (n = 3 
cilia). (B) 100 nM (n = 4 cilia). (C) 315 nM (n = 4 cilia). (D) 500 nM (n = 4 cilia). (E) 750 nM (n 
= 3 cilia). (F) 1 µM (n = 4 cilia). (G) 10 µM (n = 4 cilia). (H) 1 mM (n = 4 cilia). The histogram 
is binned into 0.1 µm/s increments. Statistics were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test, with p-
values adjusted to account for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method. 8-16% of the data points 
were identified as outliers by Tukey’s rule (>1.5 Interquartile Range.). Mean, SD, and Median on 
each panel are from each experimental group, and have units of µm/s. ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 at 
95% confidence. 
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Figure 3.2. Retrograde velocity profiles of IFT88-mNeonGreen as a function of intracellular 
[Ca2+]. Cells were perfused with solutions containing 5 µM ionomycin and the indicated [Ca2+]: 
(A) nominally free Ca2+ (estimated to be 50 pM) (n = 3 cilia). (B) 100 nM (n = 4 cilia). (C) 315 
nM (n = 4 cilia). (D) 500 nM (n = 4 cilia). (E) 750 nM (n = 3 cilia). (F) 1 µM (n = 4 cilia). (G) 10 
µM (n = 4 cilia). (H) 1 mM (n = 4 cilia).  Each binning represents an increment in velocity of 0.1 
µm/s. Statistics were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test, with p-values adjusted to account for 
multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method. 9-15% of the data points were identified as outliers by 
Tukey’s rule. Mean, SD, and Median on each panel are from each experimental group in µm/s. 
*** p<0.001 with 95% confidence. 
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Next, I examined the dynamics of IFT25-mNeonGreen inside primary cilia under 

different intracellular [Ca2+] conditions. The anterograde trains of IFT25-mNeonGreen were 

traveling more uniformly at the extreme ends of the [Ca2+] (median velocities of experimental 

groups were between 0.8-0.9 µm/s, SD were between 0.6-0.9 µm/s, n = 3-5 cilia) compared to 

the control group (median velocity was 0.8 µm/s, SD of 0.6 µm/s, n = 7 cilia) (Figure 3.3A and 

3.3H). The SD of the train velocity distributions at nominally-free intracellular [Ca2+] and at 100 

nM were ~37% and ~33% larger than the SD of distribution at baseline, respectively. At 

intracellular [Ca2+] between 100 nM and 1 µM, the IFT25-mNeonGreen anterograde trains were 

moving at velocities similar to the velocity at under baseline conditions (median velocities 

between 0.8-0.9 µm/s; SD between 0.6-0.8 µm/s; n = 4-5 cilia) compared to the baseline (median 

velocity at 0.8 µm/s; SD of 0.6 µm/s; n = 7 cilia) (Figure 3.3, B-E). At intracellular [Ca2+] above 

1 µM, however, the velocity distributions became more uniform (Figure 3.3, F-H). The SD of the 

distributions at 1 µM, 10 µM, and 1 mM were ~26%, ~35% and ~21% more than the SD of the 

distribution at baseline.  
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Figure 3.3. Anterograde velocity profiles of IFT25-mNeonGreen as a function of intracellular 
[Ca2+]. Cells were perfused with solutions containing 5 µM ionomycin and the indicated [Ca2+]: 
(A) nominally free Ca2+ (estimated to be 50 pM) (n = 4 cilia). (B) 100 nM (n = 5 cilia). (C) 315 
nM (n = 4 cilia). (D) 500 nM (n = 4 cilia). (E) 750 nM (n = 4 cilia). (F) 1 µM (n = 3 cilia). (G) 10 
µM (n = 4 cilia). (H) 1 mM (n = 4 cilia). Each bin represents an increment in velocity of 0.1 
µm/s. Statistics were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test, with p-values adjusted to account for 
multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method. Between 3-11% of the data points were identified as 
outliers by Tukey’s rule. Mean, SD, and Median on each panel are from each experimental group 
in units of µm/s. n.s. p>0.05, * p<0.05, *** p<0.001 with 95% confidence. 
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 In contrast, the retrograde trains of IFT25-mNeonGreen showed a tendency to traffick at 

slower velocities under nominally-free intracellular [Ca2+] conditions (Figure 3.4A). Excluding 

the 100 nM and 1 µM [Ca2+] conditions, the retrograde trains were traveling slower (median 

velocities of 0.1-0.2 µm/s; SD of 0.4-0.7 µm/s; n = 4-5 cilia) compared to the median velocity of 

the retrograde IFT25-mNeonGreen trains at baseline condition (0.3 µm/s; SD of 0.7 µm/s; n = 7 

cilia). However, the difference in median velocities were within the noise of the distribution and 

unlikely to be biologically significant. Intracellular [Ca2+] within the physiological range did not 

significantly change the velocities of IFT25-mNeonGreen trains in primary cilia.  

Speculatively, the decrease in standard deviations of the velocity distribution might 

suggest that the IFT trains were traveling more uniformly, rather than interacting with other 

molecules within the primary cilia. The broader distribution may indicate multiple subgroups of 

particles, forming a complex trafficking dynamic (Maeder, et al., 2014). Different modifications 

to the microtubule may dictate how motor proteins are interacting with the axoneme (Hong, et 

al., 2018). Moreover, the responses to different [Ca2+] of IFT25-mNeonGreen are different from 

those of IFT88-mNeonGreen. As the [Ca2+] increases, the trafficking of IFT88-mNeonGreen 

appeared more uniform. IFT25-mNeonGreen, however, more broadly distributed at very high 

[Ca2+]. This observation might indicate disorganization of the trains or more interaction with 

other proteins. It may be possible that IFT25 functions independently from IFT88, despite 

biochemically shown to be part of the same IFT-B complex. 
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Figure 3.4. Retrograde velocity profiles of IFT25-mNeonGreen as a function of intracellular 
[Ca2+]. Cells were perfused with solutions containing 5 µM ionomycin and the indicated [Ca2+]: 
(A) nominally free Ca2+ (estimated to be 50 pM) (n = 4 cilia). (B) 100 nM (n = 5 cilia). (C) 315 
nM (n = 4 cilia). (D) 500 nM (n = 4 cilia). (E) 750 nM (n = 4 cilia). (F) 1 µM (n = 3 cilia). (G) 10 
µM (n = 4 cilia). (H) 1 mM (n = 4 cilia). Statistics were performed using Kruskal-Wallis test, 
with p-values adjusted to account for multiple comparisons by Dunn’s method. 2-15% of the 
data points were identified as outliers by Tukey’s rule. Mean, SD, and Median on each panel are 
from each experimental group in units of µm/s. n.s. p>0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 with 95% 
confidence. 
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Cilia-targeted ratiometric Ca2+ sensor showed affinity for Mg2+ 

 Our group previously demonstrated that the resting [Ca2+] in primary cilia is higher than 

that in the cytoplasm (~500 nM vs 100 nM, respectively) (Delling, et al., 2013). The authors 

utilized the genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor SMO-mCherry-GCaMP3. The reported [Ca2+] was 

checked independently under patch clamp using the intrinsic Ca2+ sensitivity of Polycystin (PC) 

channels. Human retinal pigmented epithelial (hRPE) and mouse embryonic fibroblast (MEF) 

cell lines had resting intraciliary [Ca2+] of 500-700 nM; this is ~5-7 fold higher than the averaged 

resting [Ca2+] in the cytoplasm. The study suggested that ion channels may maintain this 

elevated ciliary [Ca2+]. A subsequent study identified the ion channel PC2-L1 as the putative 

source of [Ca2+] channel (DeCaen, et al., 2013). 

 SMO proteins are normally localized in vesicles and throughout the plasma membrane. 

Upon stimulation of the SHH pathway SMO translocates and becomes enriched in the primary 

cilia membrane (Delling, et al., 2013). This stimulus induced translocation may confound 

measurements from a SMO conjugated Ca2+ reporter. In NIH3T3 cells, where primary cilia form 

preferentially toward the dorsal side of the cell body, contaminating signal from cytosolic 

localization of the reporter would impair interpretation of ciliary measurements. Studies have 

shown that localization of components in the SHH pathway can be disrupted when there are 

mutations or loss of components in the IFT complex (Liem Jr., et al., 2012). Therefore, ARL13B 

fusion was chosen to provide proper localization of the Ca2+ reporter. ARL13B is a ciliary 

protein belonging to the ADP-ribosylation factor family and Ras superfamily of GTPases, to 

localize our genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor to primary cilia. It has been demonstrated to 

reliably localize a fluorescent protein to primary cilia almost exclusively (Delling, et al., 2013). 
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We and other groups found that overexpressing ARL13B results in longer cilia in both cell lines 

and tissues, which can be beneficial for imaging protein trafficking. 

 The choice of genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor and its paired fluorescent protein to 

generate a ratiometric sensor was also reconsidered. jGCaMP7c is an enhanced green Ca2+ 

sensor, which was developed by mutating the previous GCaMP6 to have a greater dynamic range 

(Dana, et al., 2019). The reported Ca2+ affinity of jGCaMP7c (in vitro Kd ~298 nM) is greater 

that than of GCaMP3 (in vitro Kd ~660 nM) (Tian, et al., 2009). jGCaMP7c is an intensiometric 

sensor, meaning that its fluorescence intensity changes upon binding to Ca2+. The fluorescence 

intensity depends on the expression levels of the fluorescent protein in each cell, optics of the 

light path, and other environmental factors (Park & Palmer, 2014). In order to make the sensor 

ratiometric, I combined jGCAMP7c with the red fluorescent protein mScarlet-I, which is much 

brighter and more photostable than mCherry (Bindels, et al., 2017). The ratio of fluorescence 

intensities corrects for cell to cell expression variability. 

 I calibrated my newly designed, primary cilia targeted Ca2+ sensor by permeabilizing the 

cells with digitonin and incubating with standardized Ca2+ solutions. The solutions also 

contained 0.5 mM free Mg2+ (the average cytosolic concentration) to maintain the divalent ionic 

environment within the cells (Romani, 2011). From the calibration curve, I estimated the affinity 

for Ca2+ of this ratiometric sensor to be ~324 nM; studies reported a Kd of 298 nM (Figure 3.5). 

The linear portion of the curve corresponds to the concentrations in the range between hundreds 

of nanomolar and micromolar, which is appropriate for measuring Ca2+ changes in primary cilia. 

However, I found the measurements at nominally-free (~50 pM) [Ca2+] to be higher (ratio ~0.5) 

than the baseline values obtained before permeabilization of the cells (ratio ~0.3-0.4). I suspected 
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that the elevated signals from the sensor in the lower range of [Ca2+] might result from the 

presence of high [Mg2+]. 

 

Figure 3.5. Calibration curve of the hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c Ca2+ sensor localized in 
primary cilia of NIH3T3 cells. The cells were permeabilized with 5 µM digitonin for 5 minutes. 
After the permeabilization, cells were exposed to buffer solutions containing varying [Ca2+] 
ranging from nominally free (~ 50 pM) to 10 µM. Error bars represent standard error of mean. 
Number of samples = 8 cilia. 
 

To test this hypothesis, I titrated the concentrations of either Ca2+ or Mg2+ in the solutions 

used for calibrating purified GCaMP sensor proteins in vitro. I tested two of the GCaMP proteins 

from the same series as jGCaMP7c, called jGCaMP7b and jGCaMP7s. Surprisingly, both 

proteins have affinities for Ca2+ binding in the hundreds of nanomolar (jGCaMP7b: ~177 nM; 
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jGCaMP7s: ~276 nM) and affinities for Mg2+ binding in the micromolar range (jGCaMP7b: 

~1.49 µM; jGCaMP7s: ~4.15 µM) (Figure 3.6).  

Figure 3.6. In vitro titrations of purified jGCaMP7 Ca2+ sensor proteins. Mg2+ was chelated with 
EDTA, and Ca2+ was chelated with EGTA. Each protein sample was exposed to a series of 
solutions containing either Mg2+ or Ca2+ at different concentrations. The affinities of the sensors 
for Mg2+ were found to be only one order of magnitude lower than those for Ca2+. Error bars 
represent SEM (number of samples per condition = 4). Titration data were fitted to a specific 
binding model for saturation binding kinetics, with 95% confidence. 
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My results suggested that in the physiological conditions of the cell, with 0.5 mM [Mg2+] 

present, these GCaMP sensors would be partially saturated. Any change in Ca2+ concentration 

would incrementally change the fluorescence emission of the proteins, thus effectively reducing 

the dynamic range. The interference could be more significant when the [Ca2+] is much lower 

than [Mg2+], potentially resulting in a minimal change in fluorescence. A similar phenomenon 

was previously observed in an earlier study on GCaMP2, where the presence of Mg2+ was shown 

to reduce the sensitivity and efficacy of the sensor in responding to Ca2+ (Hires, et al., 2008). 

Other studies of GCaMP3 and GCaMP5G reported the affinities for Mg2+ to be in the 

micromolar-to-millimolar range (Sun, et al., 2013) (Henderson, et al., 2015). The affinities for 

Mg2+ of subsequently improved GCaMP sensors were not investigated further. This sensitivity to 

Mg2+ could limit the use of this Ca2+ sensor in low-Ca2+ conditions. Due to this shortcoming, the 

following measurements of intraciliary [Ca2+] were only reported in ratios of the fluorescence 

intensities between the jGCaMP7c and mScarlet-I. More accurate estimation of [Ca2+] will 

require a thorough calibration of the Ca2+ sensor.  

 

Blocking Ca2+ channels of the cell did not significantly change velocities of IFT88-mNeonGreen 

or IFT25-mNeonGreen 

Next, I determined if blocking plasma membrane Ca2+ channels can lead to a change in 

the trafficking rates of the IFT proteins. NIH3T3 cells stably expressing hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-

jGCaMP7c were incubated with 100 µM Gd3+ (a nonspecific Ca2+ channel blocker) for 3 hours. 

The hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c fluorescence ratios reported no change in primary cilia 

[Ca2+] at rest (~0.3 at baseline and ~0.3 with Gd3+) (Figure 3.7A).  
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Figure 3.7. Changing intracellular [Ca2+] did not affect intraciliary [Ca2+]. NIH3T3 Cells stably 
expressed the cilia-targeted Ca2+ sensor, hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c. (A) Blocking Ca2+ 
channels with Gd3+ did not significantly change primary cilia [Ca2+]. Applying SAG to cells 
increased intraciliary [Ca2+]. (B) Decreasing intracellular [Ca2+], by loading cells with 5 µM 
BAPTA-AM, increased intraciliary [Ca2+]. Time point zero indicates measurements before 
loading. Error bars represent SEM. Number of cilia observed are listed in parentheses. Statistics 
were performed using one-way ANOVA with Bonferroni post-test. n.s. p>0.05, * p<0.05 with 
95% confidence. 
 

When I examined the trafficking velocities of IFT proteins in IFT88-mNeonGreen-
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the findings from another study tracking IFT88-EYFP in primary cilia of mouse IMCD3 cells 

(Besschetnova, et al., 2010). The authors used the cell-permeant, ratiometric Ca2+ sensor, Fura-2 

AM. Intracellular [Ca2+] reduced by 43% after incubating the cells with Gd3+ for 3 hours. They 

found that upon blocking Ca2+ entry with Gd3+, the retrograde velocities were moderately 

reduced (mean velocity decreased by ~0.1 µm/s), while the anterograde velocities appeared to 

increase (mean velocity increased by ~0.1 µm/s). The study proposed a regulatory mechanism of 

ciliary length by modulating intracellular [Ca2+] and [cAMP]. They implicated the possible 

involvement of two proteins, Polycystin-1 (PC1) and Polycystin-2 (PC2). The proteins were 

hypothesized to form Ca2+-permeant channels in primary cilia and be responsive to flow-induced 

Ca2+ influx. However, this hypothesis is unlikely to be correct. David Clapham’s laboratory has 

demonstrated that [Ca2+] in cilia of kidney cells did not increase under physiological fluid shear 

stress (Delling, et al., 2016) (Liu, et al., 2018). Our data indicated that PC1/PC2 do not form a 

Ca2+ permeable channel in cilia, unlike PC2-L1. What maintains the higher ciliary [Ca2+] would 

most likely depend on the presence of PC2-L1. 

Under my conditions, treatment with Gd3+ did not significantly alter IFT train velocities 

in either direction (Figure 3.8, C and D). The anterograde trains of IFT25-mNeonGreen have a 

~0.1 µm/s increase in speed compared to the baseline (Figure 3.8C). Also, retrograde train 

velocities did not significantly change compared to the baseline (Figure 3.8D). Based on the 

measurements obtained from our cilia-targeted Ca2+ sensor, the change in [Ca2+]cilia is smaller 

than that reported change for [Ca2+]cytosol (Besschetnova, et al., 2010). This data may be 

indicative of a compensatory mechanism to maintain the Ca2+ levels within primary cilia. The 

small difference in intraciliary [Ca2+] may not directly affect the trafficking and functions of 

IFT25.  
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Figure 3.8. Incubating cells with 100 µM Gd3+ led to slight increases in (A) anterograde 
velocities and (B) retrograde velocities of IFT88-mNeonGreen, as compared to the baseline. 
There was a small increase in (C) anterograde velocities and a slight decrease in (D) retrograde 
velocities of IFT25-mNeonGreen, as compared to the baseline. These differences however are 
not significant. n = 7 cilia in baseline groups, and n = 4 cilia in experimental groups. Statistics 
were performed using Mann-Whitney test, with two-tailed p-value calculation. Mean, SD, and 
Median on each panel are from each experimental group in units of µm/s. * p<0.05, *** p<0.001 
with 95% confidence. 
 

Lowering intracellular [Ca2+] with BAPTA-AM did not significantly change velocities of IFT88 

or IFT25 

 NIH3T3 cells stably expressing the cilia-targeted Ca2+ sensor were loaded with 5 µM 
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the initiation of loading. Unexpectedly, the intraciliary [Ca2+] increased after loading with 

BAPTA-AM for 10 minutes. The concentration of Ca2+ remained elevated for 30 minutes, 

relative to control (Figure 3.7B). Previously, our group found that in hRPE and MEF cells, the 

resting intraciliary [Ca2+] is higher than intracellular [Ca2+], and proposed that ion channels 

consisting of PC2-L1 may be responsible (Delling, et al., 2013) (DeCaen, et al., 2013). Our 

subsequent study demonstrated that high intracellular [Ca2+] (above 450 nM) rapidly and 

irreversibly inactivated PC2-L1 (DeCaen, et al., 2016). When cytoplasmic [Ca2+] was 

significantly lowered by Ca2+ chelators, it is possible that these channels were liberated of the 

Ca2+ block and subsequently opened and replenished Ca2+ in the cilium. Although, the 10-minute 

recording interval was too broad to support this interpretation. A higher acquisition rate prior to 

and during BAPTA-AM loading would be necessary to definitively resolve any potential 

decrease in ciliary [Ca2+]. 

 The trafficking rates of IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen were then 

determined during conditions of BAPTA-AM loading. I observed no significant change in the 

median velocities in either anterograde or retrograde direction within 30 minutes after loading 

the compound, compared to the baseline measurements (Figure 3.9). Median velocities in the 

anterograde direction did not significantly change in IFT88-mNeonGreen, nor in IFT25-

mNeonGreen (<0.1 µm/s), as compared to the baseline (Figure 3.9, A and C). Median velocities 

in the retrograde direction did not significantly change in IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-

mNeonGreen (<0.1 µm/s) either, as compared to the baseline (Figure 3.9, B and D). The overall 

distribution displayed no significant differences. The results were consistent with an earlier 

study, which showed that pre-treating serum-starved IMCD cells with 1 µM BAPTA-AM for 30 

minutes did not change the length of primary cilia; cilia loss was attenuated following serum 
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stimulation (Mirvis, et al., 2019). The building blocks of the primary cilium axoneme are 

tubulins, which are transported by the IFT complex (Marshall & Rosenbaum, 2001). Unaltered 

ciliary length could imply unchanged IFT dynamics. In summary, anterograde and retrograde 

IFT velocities were not significantly modulated by BAPTA-AM loading. BAPTA-AM did not 

lower the intraciliary [Ca2+]. 

Figure 3.9. Lowering intracellular [Ca2+] did not significantly change velocities IFT proteins. 
were loaded with BAPTA-AM 30 minutes prior to measurements. Anterograde velocities of (A) 
IFT88-mNeonGreen and (C) IFT25-mNeonGreen did not change. There was a trend toward 
decreased retrograde velocities for (B) IFT88-mNeonGreen and (D) IFT25-mNeonGreen; the 
differences were not significant. For IFT88-mNeonGreen, n = 4 cilia. For IFT25-mNeonGreen, n 
= 4 cilia. Statistics were performed using Mann-Whitney test, with two-tailed p-value 
calculation, between the experimental group and control group in the corresponding movement 
direction. Mean, SD, and Median on each panel are from each experimental group in units of 
µm/s. n.s. p>0.05, ** p<0.01, *** p<0.001 with 95% confidence. 
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Activating the SHH signaling pathway did not significantly alter velocities of IFT88 or IFT25 

Activation of Hedgehog signaling pathways can lead to an increase in cytoplasmic or 

ciliary [Ca2+]. I reproduced this observation in my NIH3T3 cell line stably expressing the 

hARL13B-(mScarlet-I)-jGCaMP7c Ca2+ sensor stably expressed in NIH3T3 cells. I observed a 

significant increase in Ca2+ levels within primary cilia after overnight incubation with 400 nM of 

the SMO agonist SAG, as compared to control (Figure 3.7A). This result is consistent with 

previous measurements using a different genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor in MEF cells (Delling, 

et al., 2013). The prior study observed increases in ciliary current and [Ca2+]cilia after treating the 

cells with SAG for 24 hours, as compared to vehicle control. The authors proposed that the 

agonist recruits PC2-L1 channels into the primary cilium. 

 Does SMO activation induce changes in IFT trafficking rates? After at 20 hours of 

incubation with 400 nM SAG, IFT88-mNeonGreen particles trafficking in the anterograde 

direction traveled <0.1 µm/s differently from baseline velocities (0.9 µm/s (n = 4 cilia) compared 

to 0.9 µm/s at baseline (n = 7 cilia)) (Figure 3.10A); this difference in the median velocities is 

within the noise of the distribution. In the retrograde direction, IFT88-mNeonGreen trains were 

traveling at similar rates to baseline (0.3 µm/s (n = 4 cilia) compared to 0.3 µm/s at baseline (n = 

7 cilia)) (Figure 3.10B). The median velocity of IFT88-mNeonGreen decreased by <0.1 µm/s. 

IFT25-mNeonGreen traveling in the anterograde showed similar insensitivity to the 24-hour 

SAG exposure (0.8 µm/s (n = 4 cilia) compared to 0.8 µm/s at baseline (n = 7 cilia)) (Figure 

3.10C). The median velocity of the IFT25-mNeonGreen retrograde trains declined relative to 

baseline, but the observation would not suggest biological significance (0.2 µm/s (n = 4 cilia) 

compared to 0.3 µm/s at baseline (n = 7 cilia)) (Figure 3.10D). Overall, neither direct 
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manipulation of intraciliary Ca2+ nor stimulation of the SHH pathway significantly altered 

IFT88- or IFT25-mNeonGreen train velocities. 

 

 

Figure 3.10. Activating Sonic Hedgehog signaling pathway did not significantly change IFT 
velocities. Cells were incubated with the Sonic Hedgehog pathway agonist SAG at 400 nM for 
20 hr. (A,B) A trend was observed for faster IFT88-mNeonGreen particles velocities in the 
anterograde and retrograde directions but was not significant. The velocities of (C) IFT25-
mNeonGreen anterograde trains and (D) retrograde trains did not change. n = 7 cilia in baseline 
groups, and n = 4 cilia in experimental groups. Statistics were performed using Mann-Whitney 
test, with two-tailed p-value calculation. Mean, SD, and Median presented in units of µm/s. *** 
p<0.001 with 95% confidence. 
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3.4 Concluding remarks 

I have demonstrated that the magnitude of intracellular [Ca2+] did not significantly 

change the velocities of IFT trains. Blocking Ca2+ channels did not significantly change the 

velocities of IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen. Lowering intracellular [Ca2+] with a 

Ca2+ chelator did not significantly change the velocities of either IFT subunits. Stimulating the 

SHH signaling pathway using the SMO agonist SAG led to an increase in intraciliary [Ca2+] in 

NIH3T3 cells. The increase in [Ca2+] SMO activation produced a trend toward increase in 

IFT88-mNeonGreen train velocities, but this observation was not significant. IFT25-

mNeonGreen trafficking was not altered by SAG exposure. 
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Chapter 4: 

Transient changes in [Ca2+] and IFT trafficking 

4.1 Introduction 

Fundamentally, most Ca2+-signaling processes involve Ca2+ transients or pulses of Ca2+, 

which can come either from external sources or internal stores (Berridge, et al., 2003). An 

opening event of Ca2+-permeable ion channels residing in the plasma membrane, responding to a 

stimulus, will rapidly increase the free cytosolic [Ca2+]. Likewise, Ca2+ and other intermediate 

messenger molecules such as IP3 and Nicotinic acid adenine dinucleotide phosphate (NAADP) 

can activate receptors on the internal Ca2+-storing organelles, leading to a release of Ca2+ into the 

cytosol (Berridge, et al., 2003). After the stimulus is removed or degraded, ion exchangers and 

SERCA pumps remove excess Ca2+ from the cytosol, re-establishing the low resting [Ca2+]. The 

magnitude and extent of the change in intracellular [Ca2+] is also dependent on Ca2+-binding 

proteins or chelators, which act as buffers in the cell. Initially, the unbound intracellular Ca2+ was 

estimated to have a diffusion coefficient of ~220 µm2/s (Allbritton, et al., 1992). Nonetheless, 

several proteins, including calbindin and parvalbumin, act as mobile buffers that can slow down 

the apparent diffusion of Ca2+ (Matthews & Dietrich, 2015). These endogenous buffers 

effectively limit the spread of vast change in [Ca2+] (up to 10 µM) to within tens of nanometers 

in radius from the mouth of a Ca2+-permeable channel (Naraghi & Neher, 1997). Even though 

the distance appears short, more than 10 molecules of CaM can be operating within this small 

volume, acting locally (Clapham, 2007). The mobile buffers and other proteins in the vicinity 

can prolong the signals and extend the spatial range of Ca2+ activation. The balance between the 

rates of Ca2+ rise and fall, which are modulated by these intracellular buffers, in turn determines 

the duration and frequency of Ca2+ signaling. 
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Excitable cells experience constant fluctuations of intracellular [Ca2+] in order to 

function. In the case of neurons, depolarization of the cell membrane or activation of certain 

receptors can lead to an influx of Ca2+ from the extracellular milieu or a release of Ca2+ from 

internal stores such as ER (Grienberger & Konnerth, 2012). Various types of voltage-gated Ca2+ 

channels are found in the mammalian central nervous system, with different activation and 

inactivation characteristics (Bean, 2007). Low-voltage-activated transient (T)-type channels 

(Cav3), are found in thalamic neurons (Coulter, et al., 1989). High-voltage-activated channels are 

found in cerebellar Purkinje neurons (Purkinje (P)-type or Cav2.1), dendritic spines of pyramidal 

neurons (long-lasting (L)-type or Cav1.2/1.3, and residual/resistant (R)-type or Cav2.3) and nerve 

terminals (P/Q- and neural (N)-type or Cav2.1/2.2) (Usowicz, et al., 1992) (Catterall, 2000)  

(Bloodgood & Sabatini, 2007). Changes in the membrane potential cause these neuronal 

channels to open, and Ca2+ to enter the cell. In addition, ionotropic glutamate receptors, 

including NMDA, a-Amino-3-Hydroxy-5-Methyl-4-Isoxazolepropionic Acid (AMPA) and 

metabotropic glutamate receptors (mGluRs), offer specific routes of activation to increase 

intracellular [Ca2+] locally in response to stimuli (Grienberger & Konnerth, 2012). Some 

mGluRs are coupled with the Gaq protein, which can stimulate phospholipase C to produce IP3 

and induce Ca2+ release from internal stores (Niswender & Conn, 2010). On the membrane of the 

ER, IP3 receptors (IP3Rs) and ryanodine receptors (RyRs), which are activated by elevated 

cytosolic [Ca2+], regulate the release of Ca2+ from the organelle (Grienberger & Konnerth, 2012). 

Furthermore, single-channel openings of these glutamate receptors may lead to small [Ca2+] rises 

called quarks or blips (Lipp & Niggli, 1998). When the stimulation is above a threshold, the 

released Ca2+ can activate neighboring receptors (Berridge, et al., 2000). The resulting process, 

which is regenerative and amplified, is called a Ca2+ wave that can propagate to different regions 
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of the cell and beyond. When an action potential arrives at the synaptic bouton, the 

depolarization of the membrane opens local voltage-gated Ca2+ channels and [Ca2+] increase 

within the axon terminal can go up to 100 µM. Ca2+ then binds to proteins that in turn fuse 

synaptic vesicles to the plasma membrane and release neurotransmitters into the synaptic cleft 

(Lodish, et al., 2000). As illustrated above, Ca2+ signaling can elegantly regulate both 

intracellular and intercellular functions. 

Not only can action potentials travel from the synapses through dendritic spines and 

dendrites into the neuronal soma, but action potentials also originate from the soma and back-

propagate into the proximal parts of dendritic arbors (Stuart & Spruston, 1995). The change in 

membrane potential in dendrites can activate local voltage-gated Ca2+ channels, causing Ca2+ 

spikes of about 0.15-0.3 µM (Helmchen, et al., 1996). Dendritic spines are small protruding 

mushroom-shaped structures on dendrites, with a small head (volume of 0.01-1 µm3) and narrow 

neck (length of 0.1-1 µm and diameter of ~0.1 µm) (Harris & Stevens, 1989). These spines 

house postsynaptic densities, which receive signals from other cells via synapses. A 

measurement of [Ca2+] in Cornu Ammonis 1 (CA1) pyramidal neurons in the hippocampus 

revealed that a single action potential can elicit a [Ca2+] increase of ~1.5 µM in a dendritic spine 

(Sabatini, et al., 2002). The small dimensions and low Ca2+ buffer capacity of dendritic spines 

were thought to be responsible for the large change in [Ca2+]. Since primary cilia have similar 

dimensions as a dendritic spine, it is possible that action potentials and the resulting increase in 

intracellular [Ca2+] can propagate into this compartment. Primary cilia are also found on many 

neurons and astrocytes in different parts of the brain (Sterpka & Chen, 2018). In this chapter, I 

investigate whether the transient perturbations in cytoplasmic free [Ca2+] have any effect on the 

protein trafficking machinery in primary cilia.  
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The effect of Ca2+ fluctuations in neuronal primary cilia is not understood. To study this 

phenomenon, precise control over the change in intracellular and intraciliary [Ca2+] is needed. 

Ca2+ increase can be initiated by depolarization of the cell or activation of synaptic receptors. 

However, changes in [Ca2+] are not only transmitted through the neuronal cell body, but are also 

coupled with intracellular signaling. There is evidence to suggest that electrical activity can 

promote neuronal survival in response to neurotropic factors both in vitro and in vivo (Goldberg 

& Barres, 2000). Electrical stimulation can upregulate some survival- and repair-promoting 

factors in neurons, such as Brain-derived neurotropic factor (BDNF) and Tropomyosin receptor 

kinase B (TrkB) (Al-Majed, et al., 2000). On the other hand, blockade of electrical activity with 

tetrodotoxin can lead to neuronal death in culture (Lipton, 1986). Blocking NMDA receptors, 

voltage-activated Ca2+ channels, or gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA) receptors were also 

shown to induce neuronal death, but can be partially rescued by depolarization (Heck, et al., 

2008). A growing number of studies have illustrated a close tie between neuronal activity and 

intracellular signaling pathways essential for cell survival and network functions. To avoid 

complications in the findings and analyses, in this study, Ca2+ transients and intraciliary 

trafficking were analyzed utilizing a simpler model cell system. 

As discussed in the previous chapters of this dissertation, NIH3T3 fibroblasts have been 

demonstrated to be a simple model system to study primary cilia due to their reliable formation 

of primary cilia and versatility in genetic manipulation and protein expression (Ott & Lippincott-

Schwartz, 2012). In the following experiments, a Ca2+-caging compound called ortho-

Nitrophenyl-EGTA (NP-EGTA) is employed to provide spatiotemporal control over generation 

of Ca2+ transients within a cell (Ellis-Davies & Kaplan, 1994). This photochelator has a Kd for 

Ca2+ of ~80 nM. By exposing the compound to ultraviolet radiation, it undergoes a 
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photochemical reaction that self-cleaves a side chain of EGTA and releases an iminodiacetic acid 

photoproduct (Ellis-Davies, et al., 1996). After photolysis, the compound has a Kd for Ca2+ to ~1 

mM, a 12,500-x drop in affinity. As a result, Ca2+ ions are released from the caging compound. 

A cell-permeable form for the compound (NP-EGTA-AM) is commercially available and has 

four AM ester groups attached to the carboxyl chains which do not bind to Ca2+ ions. The ester 

groups allow the compound to be taken up by the cells, after which the groups are cleaved by 

intracellular esterases. The cleaved compounds can then cage the free intracellular Ca2+ ions. 

With advances in fluorescence microscopy and narrow excitation-wavelength laser, it is now 

feasible to have a precise control over when and where that [Ca2+] increase will occur in the cell. 

 

4.2 Materials and Methods 

4.2.1 Calibration of the red genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor, jRGECO1a, in cells 

Standard Ca2+ solutions were prepared by adjusting the amount of EGTA and CaCl2, 

resulting in different free [Ca2+] ranging from nominally-free (~50 pM) to 1 mM as estimated by 

the online software MaxChelator (used in the previous chapter). The solutions contained the 

following: 137 mM NaCl, 5.4 mM KCl, 10 mM HEPES, 5 mM EGTA, 5 mM D-glucose, 0.5 

mM MgCl2, and CaCl2 ranging from 0 to ~6 mM (corresponding to ~1 mM free [Ca2+]). The pH 

of all the solutions were adjusted with Tris to 7.4. The osmolality of these solutions was adjusted 

to 300-310 mOsm. 

The transfection of jRGECO1a followed the same procedure outlined in Chapter 3. 

Briefly, NIH3T3 cells were plated in wells of the live-cell imaging chamber two days prior the 

imaging session. On the following day, cells were transfected with jRGECO1a plasmid DNA 

using the ViaFectTM transfection reagent. Cells were incubated with the reagent at 37oC with 5% 
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CO2 overnight before replacing the medium with serum-containing culture medium. On the day 

of the imaging session, the culture medium was replaced with a Ca2+ solution containing 500 nM 

[Ca2+]. The imaging chamber was then placed on a heating stage maintained at 37oC. 

Initially, cells expressing the jRGECO1a Ca2+ sensor in the cytoplasm were selected for 

measurements. Samples were imaged on the Zeiss LSM 880 laser point-scanning confocal 

microscope (63x Oil immersion, 1.4 N.A. objective) with Airyscan Fast configurations, set up 

for optimal detection of mApple fluorescence (excitation peak at 568 nm; emission peak at 592 

nm). The laser with the excitation wavelength of 561 nm was used to excite the Ca2+ sensor to 

maximize the emitting fluorescence. The emission light was passed through two sets of bandpass 

filters (BP 420-460 + LP 500 and BP 495-550 + LP 570) to collect fluorescence signals in the 

green and red channels. Images were acquired onto the Airyscan detector at 2x the Nyquist 

sampling frequency, with estimated lateral pixel resolution of 43 nm per pixel, and at 21 Hz. An 

acquired volumetric z-stack image of each cell included the cell body and an area outside the cell 

boundary. The baseline fluorescence intensity of the sensor in each cell was measured. During an 

imaging session, each Ca2+ solution was perfused into and aspirated out of the imaging chamber 

at the flow rate of 1 mL/minute. A Ca2+ solution with 500 nM [Ca2+] and 5 µM ionomycin 

(Sigma Aldrich, Cat#407951) was perfused into the chamber to equilibrate the [Ca2+] across the 

cell membrane. Cells were incubated in the solution for 5 minutes, during which volumetric 

images of pre-selected cells were acquired every minute. New Ca2+ solution was then perfused in 

and exchanged with the previous solution. The cycles of solution exchange and image 

acquisition went through different free [Ca2+] in the following order: 500 nM, 315 nM, 100 nM, 

10 nM, nominally-free (~50 pM), 500 nM, 750 nM, 1 µM, 10 µM, and 1mM. This order of 
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concentration increments minimized the time that the cells were exposed to low [Ca2+] 

conditions, which can weaken the cell attachment to the culture surface. 

To construct a calibration curve, the acquired images were processed in ImageJ. The z-

stack images of each cell at each time point were flattened to obtain a maximum projection. The 

fluorescence intensity of a region voided of the cell body, denoted as a background fluorescence, 

was subtracted from the fluorescence intensity of the whole cytoplasm in each maximally 

projected image. The background-subtracted fluorescence intensity of the sensor at nominally-

free [Ca2+] was designated a baseline fluorescence, F0, of each cell. The change in fluorescence 

was calculated as DF/F0, where DF = F- F0 and F is the background-subtracted fluorescence 

intensity at a later time point of a cell. The averaged ratios from all cells were plotted as a 

function of time over the course of an experiment. The values at plateau in each condition of 

[Ca2+] were averaged and plotted as a function of free [Ca2+]. The plot was fitted with a dose-

response model, using Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, CA). 

To estimate the apparent dissociation constant, Kd, and the amount of Ca2+ uncaged from 

NP-EGTA compound, the change in fluorescence of the sensor has to be transformed into the 

change in free [Ca2+]. The relationship between DF/F0 and free [Ca2+] for a non-ratiometric 

sensor was established as followed (Lev-Ram, et al., 1992): 

'Ca2+(
i
=
'Ca2+(

rest
+Kd

(∆F F0⁄ )
(∆Fmax F0⁄ )-

1- (∆F F0⁄ )
(∆Fmax F0⁄ )-

 

During calibration, the free [Ca2+] were known from the standard solutions. Therefore, the 

relation can be rearranged. 

∆F
F0
=
'Ca2+(i-'Ca

2+(
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Kd+'Ca2+(i
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The baseline fluorescence was measured at nominally-free [Ca2+], which was much smaller than 

[Ca2+] used in the calibration. As a result, the formula can be approximated as: 

∆F
F0
≈

'Ca2+(
i

Kd+'Ca2+(i
.
∆Fmax
F0

/ 

From the fit to the dose-response curve for a saturation binding model, which uses the equation 

below, the apparent Kd of jRGECO1a in a cell can be estimated.	

y=
x

Kd+x
(Bmax) 

For a non-ratiometric sensor, the conversion from the change in fluorescence of the 

sensor to an estimated free [Ca2+] can be achieved if the free [Ca2+] at rest ([Ca2+]rest) is known 

and the fluorescence change at maximal free [Ca2+] (DFmax/F0) is determined. The resting 

intracellular [Ca2+] in NIH3T3 cells was reported to be ~110 nM (Chandra, et al., 1989). To 

obtain the maximal fluorescence change, NIH3T3 cells were grown in an imaging chamber and 

transfected with jRGECO1a following the procedure outlined earlier. On the day of the imaging 

session, cells were immersed in a live-cell imaging solution containing 1 mM free [Ca2+]. The 

solution with 5 µM ionomycin was perfused into the imaging chamber and the fluorescence of 

the Ca2+ sensor in cells were monitored for 5 minutes before the solution was exchanged and 

ionomycin was removed. Cells were subjected to three consecutive rounds of the treatment. 

Measurements of the maximal fluorescence changes in the presence of ionomycin from multiple 

cells were averaged. With these values, the free [Ca2+] in the following uncaging experiments 

were estimated using equation (1). 

 

 

 

(3) 

(4) 
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4.2.2 NP-EGTA-AM loading and uncaging procedures 

NIH3T3 cells stably expressing either IFT88-mNeonGreen or IFT25-mNeonGreen were 

plated in wells of the live-cell imaging chamber three days prior the imaging session. On the 

following day, cells were transfected with jRGECO1a plasmid DNA using ViaFectTM 

transfection reagent. Cells were incubated with the reagent overnight before replacing the 

medium with serum-containing culture medium to recover. A day prior to imaging, the culture 

medium was replaced with serum-free DMEM to induce ciliogenesis. 

The light exposure was minimized in the following steps. A stock solution of NP-EGTA-

AM (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#N6803) in DMSO was diluted, immediately before use, to a 

final concentration of 5 µM, with 0.01% w/v Pluronic F-127, in Opti-MEMTM I Reduced-Serum 

Medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Cat#31985070). The NP-EGTA-AM-containing medium 

was added to the cells growing in the live-cell imaging chamber. The chamber was incubated at 

room temperature with 5% CO2 for 30 minutes. The medium was then replaced with a live-cell 

imaging solution containing 10 mM HEPES and 1 mM free [Ca2+]. The imaging chamber was 

incubated at 37 oC for at least another 15 minutes before image acquisition on the microscope. 

Similar to previous chapters, cells with primary cilia that protruded underneath the low-

fluorescence nuclei of the cells or extended laterally were selected to minimize background 

fluorescence during time-lapse image acquisition. A circular region of interest (ROI) was 

specified in the cell body, approximately 1-2 microns away from near the base of a primary 

cilium, for uncaging. The region had the arbitrary diameter of 90 pixels. The laser power of 405 

nm-wavelength laser to be used in uncaging was set to 100% in the Airyscan configurations 

(equivalent to 13% laser power in the confocal configuration). The pixel dwell time for the 

photobleaching laser was estimated by the ZEN software to be 1.7 µs. To adjust for different 
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amounts of Ca2+ being uncaged, the number of iterations of laser rasterizing was empirically set 

to be either 10 or 20 rounds. Samples were imaged on the microscope with 63x Oil immersion, 

1.4 N.A. objective, with the Airyscan Fast configurations, set up for optimal detection of GFP 

and mApple fluorescence, since the development of jRGECO1a was based on mApple (Dana, et 

al., 2016). The cells and primary cilia were illuminated with 488 nm- and 561 nm-wavelength 

excitation lasers, at 2% and 0.5% laser powers in the Airyscan configurations, respectively. 

Images were acquired onto the Airyscan detector at twice the Nyquist sampling frequency, with 

an estimated lateral pixel resolution of 43 nm per pixel at 21 Hz. The IFT trains in primary cilia 

were imaged for at least 100 frames (~5 s) after the uncaging event. Kymographs were generated 

from these time-lapse images and quantified to obtain velocities using the same analytic 

workflow detailed in the previous chapters. 

 

4.2.3 Statistical analyses 

All the statistical analyses were performed using Prism 7 software (GraphPad Software, 

CA). Comparisons between conditions within corresponding directionality of the IFT trains were 

performed using the Mann-Whitney test, with a two-tailed p-value calculation. Each histogram 

was fitted to a lognormal (Galton) distribution.  

 

4.3 Results and Discussion 

 Our previous work showed that an increase in cytoplasmic [Ca2+] above the resting 

intraciliary [Ca2+] can propagate into the primary cilia at a rate of ~15 µm/s (Delling, et al., 

2013). Thus, a Ca2+ wave can completely traverse the length of a primary cilium in hundreds of 

milliseconds. Since changes in [Ca2+] are fast and thus can quickly alter intraciliary [Ca2+], I 
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asked whether such changes can modulate the trafficking dynamics of the IFT complex, which is 

known to have the Ca2+-binding IFT25 protein. To monitor the change in [Ca2+] near the base of 

a primary cilium, a red-shifted genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor, jRGECO1a, was used to 

complement the mNeonGreen-fused IFT proteins of interest. The sensor was developed by 

directed evolution approach to generate mutations and screen for the protein that better detects 

changes in [Ca2+] in neurons (Dana, et al., 2016). Being a non-ratiometric sensor, many 

environmental factors can affect its fluorescence, including the concentration or expression 

levels, pH, temperature, and ionic compositions in its vicinity (Tsien & Pozzan, 1989). 

Therefore, the response as a change in fluorescence intensity of the sensor was calibrated in the 

intracellular environment to estimate the amount of [Ca2+] increase when most of other factors 

were kept constant. The linear portion in the detection range of the sensor was in hundreds of 

nanomolar in [Ca2+], with an apparent dissociation constant of ~394 nM (Figure 4.1). This makes 

jRGECO1a suitable sensor for cytoplasmic measurement of changes in [Ca2+]. 
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Figure 4.1. Calibration curve of jRGECO1a Ca2+ sensor expressed in cytoplasm of NIH3T3 
cells. The cells were treated with 5 µM ionomycin and were exposed to buffer solutions 
containing varying [Ca2+] (ranging from nominally free Ca2+ (~ 50 pM) to 10 µM). F0 was the 
fluorescence of the sensor, with background fluorescence subtracted, at nominally free [Ca2+]. 
Error bars represent standard error of mean. n = 3 cells observed. Dots represent the mean of the 
ratios and error bars represent SEM. 
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The local increase in [Ca2+] from uncaging NP-EGTA at the base of a primary cilium 

generated a Ca2+ wave that traveled down the concentration gradient towards the cilium. The 

changes in intracellular [Ca2+] near the base of the cilium, as estimated from jRGECO1a, were 

grouped into three ranges: (1) <500 nM, (2) 500 nM-1 µM, and (3) >1 µM. These ranges are 

based on physiological scenarios that may affect intraciliary [Ca2+]. For example, during wound 

healing processes, paracrine signaling pathways activated by Damage associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs) can initiate an increase in intracellular [Ca2+] of up to 500 nM in epithelial 

cells (Yao, et al., 2016). DAMPs include external environmental cues, such as ATP, which are 

released from lysing cells and bind to nearby cells (Enyedi & Niethammer, 2015). These binding 

events then activate downstream processes, such as transcription of Interleukin-1 (IL-1), leading 

to wound healing. The release of ATP can activate G-protein coupled purinergic receptors on 

neighboring cells, producing IP3 and causing IP3-mediated Ca2+ release from internal stores 

(Berridge, 1997). The process is dependent on the expression levels of IP3 receptors and the 

presence of stimuli, such as ATP, which can be both transient and small, thus making the 

response levels variable. If primary cilia of NIH3T3 cells have resting [Ca2+] similar to that 

reported in hRPE and MEF cells (~100 nM), this amount of Ca2+ fluctuation in the cytosol may 

not directly affect the intraciliary [Ca2+] (~500 nM). The second range of [Ca2+], between 500 

nM and 1µM, can be found in apical dendrites and dendritic spines of neocortical layer V 

pyramidal neurons and cartwheel cells of mouse dorsal cochlear nucleus (Schiller, et al., 1995) 

(Sedlacek, et al., 2011). Different magnitudes of increase in [Ca2+] depend on the frequency of 

action potentials and backpropagation into a dendritic tree. Attributed to its smaller volume 

compared to a dendrite, a dendritic spine was shown to have even higher transient [Ca2+] than in 

the dendrites (Brenowitz, et al., 2006). With prolonged activation of IP3R or action potentials 
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that activate voltage-gated Ca2+ channels in a dendritic spine, [Ca2+] inside a cell or a spine can 

be transiently increased to supra-micromolar levels within seconds (Sabatini, et al., 2002) 

(Clapham, 2007). Since a primary cilium has similar dimensions to a dendritic spine, the 

organelle may experience these transient [Ca2+] changes too. 

 Upon releasing Ca2+ from NP-EGTA locally near the ciliary base, both IFT88-

mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen showed similar responses in the sub-micromolar range of 

[Ca2+] within the first 5 seconds after an uncaging event (Figures 4.2 and 4.3). At [Ca2+] lower 

than 500 nM, the median velocities of anterograde and retrograde IFT88-mNeonGreen trains 

increased by <0.1 µm/s and ~0.2 µm/s, respectively, compared to the baseline measurements 

(Figure 4.2, A and B). These changes were within the noise of the velocity distributions. The 

behaviors were slightly different at [Ca2+] between 500 nM-1 µM. The anterograde median 

velocity of IFT88-mNeonGreen increased only by 0.1 µm/s from the baseline value, whereas the 

retrograde median velocity decreased by <0.1 µm/s from the baseline value (Figure 4.2, C and 

D). When the intracellular [Ca2+] was increased dramatically to1 µM or more, the median 

velocities of IFT88-mNeonGreen in either direction were virtually unchanged (in anterograde 

direction: increased by <0.1 µm/s; in retrograde direction: decreased by <0.1 µm/s compared to 

the baseline values) (Figure 4.2, E and F). These differences still lie within the noise of the 

distribution.  
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Figure 4.2. Local increases in [Ca2+] have only small effects on velocities of IFT88-
mNeonGreen. Stable NIH3T3 cells transiently transfected with jRGECO1a were loaded with 5 
µM NP-EGTA-AM. The changes in intracellular [Ca2+] were estimated from DF/F0 of the 
cytoplasmic Ca2+ sensor jRGECO1a. (A, C, and E) Anterograde velocities and (B, D, and F) 
retrograde velocities measured within 5 seconds after uncaging events. Number of cilia observed 
are listed in parentheses. Number of line segments or events >1000 per condition. Statistics were 
performed using Mann-Whitney test, with two-tailed p-value calculation. Mean, SD, and Median 
on each panel are from each experimental group and have units of µm/s. * p£0.05 *** p£0.001 
with 95% confidence. 
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Figure 4.3. Local increases in [Ca2+] have only small effects on velocities of IFT25-
mNeonGreen. Stable NIH3T3 cells transiently transfected with jRGECO1a were loaded with 5 
µM NP-EGTA-AM. The changes in intracellular [Ca2+] were estimated from DF/F0 of the 
cytoplasmic Ca2+ sensor jRGECO1a. (A, C, and E) Anterograde velocities and (B, D, and F) 
retrograde velocities measured within 5 seconds after uncaging events. Number of cilia observed 
are listed in parentheses. Number of line segments or events >1000 per condition. Statistics were 
performed using Mann-Whitney test, with two-tailed p-value calculation. Mean, SD, and Median 
on each panel are from each experimental group and have units of µm/s. * p£0.05 *** p£0.001 
with 95% confidence. 
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In comparison, at [Ca2+] lower than 500 nM, the median velocities of IFT25-

mNeonGreen trains increased by ~0.2 µm/s in the anterograde direction and ~0.1 µm/s in the 

retrograde direction, which remained within the noise of the velocity distributions. (Figure 4.3, A 

and B). Uncaging Ca2+ resulted in an estimated concentration increase to ~500 nM-1 µM, IFT25-

mNeonGreen behaved similarly to IFT88-mNeonGreen. Its anterograde median velocity was 

virtually unchanged from the baseline values, and the retrograde median velocity decreased by 

~0.1 µm/s from the baseline, which again stayed within the range of velocity fluctuations (Figure 

4.3, C and D). As the transient [Ca2+] increased above 1 µM, the median anterograde velocity of 

IFT25-mNeonGreen trains increased by ~0.3 µm/s from the baseline, which is still within the 

standard deviation of the distribution. Finally, there is no significant change in the median 

retrograde velocity of IFT25-mNeonGreen. 

 The results seemed to show that IFT trains responded minimally to a transient increase in 

[Ca2+] in the lower submicromolar range, especially at the concentration below 500 nM. The 

responses appeared to be attenuated as the intracellular [Ca2+] increased, resembling biphasic 

regulation. Can the observed responses be physiologically relevant? This behavior may not be 

sufficiently explained by binding of Ca2+ to a single IFT protein. Multiple components in the 

IFT-B complex are predicted to contain calponin-homology (CH) domains  (Taschner, et al., 

2012). Several proteins containing this domain were reported to bind to actin and tubulin 

(Castresana & Saraste, 1995) (Bhogaraju, et al., 2013). A CH-domain from the human Isoleucine 

(I) – glutamine (Q) motif-containing GTPase activating protein 1 (IQGAP1 or p195) was shown 

to interact with CaM in a Ca2+-dependent manner (Andrews, et al., 2012). It is conceivable that 

regulation of these domains might lead to a conformational change in the IFT complex that 

somehow affects binding to tubulin cargo protein or motor proteins. 
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Structural and functional studies pointed to tubulin as one of the cargoes being 

transported by IFT machinery to the tip of cilia and flagella during ciliogenesis (Prevo, et al., 

2017). Since tubulins are the building blocks of the axoneme, the length of a cilium or a 

flagellum has often been examined as a measurable response to stimuli. One such stimuli is the 

prototypical second messenger cAMP. Increase in cAMP concentration, by means of activating 

adenylyl cyclase (AC) enzymes with Forskolin, results in increased ciliary length, possibly via 

faster anterograde IFT trafficking, in mouse kidney (IMCD3) cells (Besschetnova, et al., 2010). 

The same response can be physiologically elicited by activating the prostaglandin signaling 

pathway (Jin, et al., 2014). The activity of different AC isoforms can be regulated by other 

signaling molecules, including Ca2+, CaM, Ca2+/CaM-dependent kinase (CaMK), calcineurin 

(CaN), protein kinase C (PKC), or the G-protein subunits a and bg (Halls & Cooper, 2011). For 

example, it has been widely accepted that activities of AC5 and AC6 isoforms can be inhibited 

by both sub- and supra-micromolar [Ca2+], independently of CaM (Guillou, et al., 1999). In 

contrast, AC1 and AC8 seem to exhibit a biphasic regulation. They can be stimulated to high 

levels of activity with submicromolar [Ca2+] in the presence of CaM, but become inhibited at 

submillimolar [Ca2+] in 30 minutes (Fagan, et al., 1996). AC3, which was found to localize in 

many neuronal cilia, does not change its moderate activity over most of the range of [Ca2+] 

(Fagan, et al., 1996).  

My observation of possibly biphasic response of IFT was reminiscent of the activity of 

AC1 and AC8. Can they contribute to the small increases in IFT trafficking rates at low [Ca2+]? 

Currently however, there is no evidence to support this speculation. Based on PCR-amplified 

cDNA studies, the dominant isoform of endogenous AC in NIH3T3 fibroblasts was determined 

to be AC6 (Marjamaki, et al., 1997). AC1 was primarily expressed in the brain, but was not 
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found in primary cilia of cerebellar granular cell precursor (CGNP) or mouse IMCD3 kidney 

cells, while AC8 is only weakly expressed in CGNPs (Defer, et al., 2000) (Mick, et al., 2015) 

(Vuolo, et al., 2015). Therefore, I excluded the possibility that AC1 or AC8 are responsible for 

any cAMP production inside primary cilia upon a transient increase of [Ca2+], and for any 

regulation of IFT trafficking in NIH3T3 cells.  

 

4.4 Concluding remarks 

 In this chapter, I have demonstrated that transiently increasing intracellular [Ca2+] near 

the base of primary cilia, and potentially intraciliary [Ca2+], in NIH3T3 cells only resulted in 

small increases in IFT velocities in both anterograde and retrograde directions. The effects 

disappeared when higher amount of [Ca2+] were uncaged. The behaviors were similar in both 

IFT88-mNeonGreen and IFT25-mNeonGreen and appeared biphasic. Cyclic AMP has been 

implicated in regulating IFT trafficking in primary cilia. This second messenger molecule is 

produced by different isoforms of Adenylyl Cyclases, many of which are found in primary cilia. 

Some isoforms, such as AC1 and AC8, can be activated via calmodulin by submicromolar [Ca2+] 

and inhibited at high [Ca2+]. However, in NIH3T3 fibroblasts, only AC6 isoform was found. 

Simultaneous monitoring of both Ca2+ and cAMP in primary cilia may provide a clearer view of 

a regulatory mechanism of intraflagellar transport but may prove to be technically challenging. 

Whether the small changes in the trafficking velocities are biologically relevant is still debatable. 
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Chapter 5: 

Conclusions and Future directions 

5.1 Conclusions 

In this dissertation, I asked the simple question: Do changes in intracellular or intraciliary 

[Ca2+] influence trafficking in the cilium? I have developed a sparse protein labeling technique, 

using molecular biology tools combined with an advanced fluorescence microscopy, to reliably 

track individual intraciliary IFT trains traveling in anterograde and retrograde directions. The 

technique utilized the Airyscan detector to optimize the spatiotemporal resolution of image 

acquisition. In addition, a semi-automated workflow for image analysis has been developed to 

efficiently and objectively process time-lapse images and quantify IFT trafficking rates. I have 

focused on the trafficking dynamics of two IFT proteins in the IFT-B complex, IFT88 and 

IFT25. IFT88 has no known or predicted Ca2+-sensitive domain in its structure, whereas IFT25 is 

predicted to have a Ca2+-binding loop that is not at the interface between the protein and its 

partner, IFT27 (Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). The analysis of IFT train velocities in primary cilia of 

mouse NIH3T3 fibroblast cell lines in Chapter 2 showed that anterograde IFT trains travel at 

approximately twice the speed of retrograde IFT trains. This finding is consistent with an earlier 

study using the same cell type (Hong, et al., 2018), validating our measurement. 

 To simultaneously monitor the changes in intracellular or intraciliary [Ca2+], I expressed 

a genetically encoded Ca2+ indicator in cells expressing a labeled IFT protein. My findings in 

Chapter 3 suggest that a wide range of ionomycin-induced changes in intracellular [Ca2+] have 

minimal effects on the trafficking of either IFT protein. In a complementary approach, I reduced 

channel-mediated Ca2+ entry with Gd3+ and again found minimal changes in trafficking 

velocities, in contrast to a previous report (Besschetnova, et al., 2010). In another approach, I 
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found that BAPTA chelation of intracellular Ca2+ did not change the overall velocities of either 

IFT proteins. If BAPTA decreased intraciliary [Ca2+], it should release calcium’s inhibition of 

the cilia-localized Transient Receptor Potential (TRP) channels, PC2 and PC2-L1 (DeCaen, et 

al., 2016). Activating the SHH signaling pathway by a SMO agonist was previously shown to 

increase intraciliary [Ca2+] (Delling, et al., 2013). Overnight treatment of the agonist minimally 

increased the velocities of IFT88 trains in either direction and did not alter the velocities of 

IFT25 trains. However, this experiment should be repeated over shorter time intervals to ensure 

that more transient changes are tested. Finally, as demonstrated in Chapter 4, light activated NP-

EGTA uncaging of Ca2+ near the base of primary cilia minimally affected the IFT velocities in 

either trafficking direction. When Ca2+ was uncaged to yield high concentrations, the velocities 

of IFT trains were similar to those at rest. These findings suggest that rapid changes in [Ca2+] do 

not significantly affect IFT trafficking rates. In summary, the primary conclusion of this work is 

that steady-state changes in intracellular and intraciliary [Ca2+] had no significant effect on the 

trafficking rates of the two IFT proteins tested. 

 

5.2 Future directions 

Other Ca2+-binding proteins found in primary cilia 

 During the last decade, multiple groups have created a database (“ciliome”) of proteins 

that localize to cilia of mouse kidney (IMCD3) cells (Ishikawa, et al., 2012) (Mick, et al., 2015) 

(Kohli, et al., 2017). Among the proteins detected by mass spectroscopy or proximity labeling 

with the ascorbate peroxidase (APEX) enzyme, several are Ca2+-binding or CaM-interacting 

proteins (Table 5.1). Changes in intraciliary [Ca2+] may alter the activity of these proteins and 

alter signal transduction from the primary cilium into the cell body. Development of new assays 
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with high specificity will be required to study these interactions in primary cilia. Furthermore, 

these databases only focused on the protein compositions in the primary cilia of the IMCD3 

kidney cells. It is likely that different cell lines have different protein compositions that are tuned 

for specific functions. A more comprehensive ciliome will be needed to contrast the presence of 

Ca2+-binding proteins across cell lines and organisms. 

 

Table 5.1 Ca2+-binding or calmodulin (CaM)-interacting proteins in cilia of IMCD3 cells (Mick, 
et al., 2015). Protein functions are documented in the www.uniprot.org database. 
 
Protein names Descriptions 

Annexins Ca2+-dependent binding to calcyclin, a Ca2+-binding protein involving in 
actin reorganization 

Adenylyl cyclase 6 CaM-responsive cAMP-producing enzyme 
Cadherin-1/3/16 Ca2+-dependent cell adhesion proteins 
Calpain-1 Ca2+-regulated thiol-protease, involving in cytoskeletal remodeling and 

signal transduction 
Calpain-2 Ca2+-regulated thiol-protease, involving in cytoskeletal remodeling and 

signal transduction 
Calreticulin Ca2+-binding chaperone, usually found in the ER 
Calumenin Ca2+-binding protein, usually found in the ER involved in protein folding 

and sorting 
CaMKIId Ca2+/CaM-dependent protein kinase type II subunit delta 
Camsap1 CaM-regulated spectrin-associated protein 1; microtubule organizing 

protein 
Ccdc47 Coiled-coil domain-containing protein 47; regulation of ER Ca2+  
IQCE IQ domain-containing protein E; Component of Ellis-van Creveld 

syndrome (EvC) complex that positively regulates SHH signaling; binds 
to CaM 

Desmoglein-2 Component of desmosome junctions; Ca2+ binds to its cadherin domains 
Peflin (PEF1) Ca2+-binding adaptor protein 
Sorcin Ca2+-binding protein; modulates RyR2 Ca2+ channels  
 

Limitations of the genetically encoded Ca2+ sensors  

 Unexpectedly, I discovered that the genetically encoded Ca2+ sensor, jGCaMP7c, can 

bind to Mg2+ in the low micromolar range. This interaction could attenuate the fluorescence 

changes of the molecule, especially when [Ca2+] in the environment is lower than [Mg2+]. In 
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order to better understand and predict the physicochemical properties of these Ca2+ sensors in 

cells, calibration in vitro will necessitate the exposure to a series of solutions containing both 

Ca2+ and Mg2+ that mimic intracellular conditions. Calibration in a subcellular compartment is 

challenging, however, due to the difficulty of measuring all ion concentrations. In particular, the 

accurate measurements of Mg2+, Na+, and K+ have not been carried out due to the insensitivity of 

available indicators in relevant concentration ranges. More comprehensive measurements will be 

required to determine the ionic composition of such compartments. 

 

Concerns regarding different isoforms of IFT88 proteins used in the literature 

 A variety of components in the IFT complex have been tagged with fluorescent proteins 

and used as probes to measure the trafficking rates in cilia of different cell types and model 

organisms (Table 2.2). However, information regarding the protein isoforms used is often 

missing from the published literature. A good example is IFT88, which has been widely tracked 

since its first discovery in C. reinhardtii (Cole, et al., 1998). The amino acid sequence of this 

protein is highly conserved across species, from C. elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and 

zebrafish to mammals, although with slight differences in some tetratricopeptide repeat (TPR) 

domains (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/homologene/4761). Figure 5.1 compares the sequences 

of several homologs of IFT88 used in four studies (Ye, et al., 2013) (Hong, et al., 2018) 

(Engelke, et al., 2019) (Taulet, et al., 2019). Ye et al. used a mouse homolog of C. reinhardtii 

IFT88, but with I64T/Y242H/D700E mutations, making the protein more similar to the C. 

reinhardtii IFT88. In the study by Hong et al., the mouse IFT88 protein appeared to be 

functional, despite the fact that the last exon of the gene was missing. Engelke et al. combined 

the tracking of fluorescent protein-fused human IFT88 in NIH3T3 fibroblasts and reported that 
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the velocities of anterograde and retrograde trains are about the same as my study (~0.7 𝜇m/s). 

Finally, Taulet et al. expressed a full-length mouse IFT88 protein in porcine kidney (LLC-PK1) 

cells to study its interaction with nuclear mitotic apparatus (NuMa) proteins during cell division. 

The plasmid construct that they used, which contains a single-amino-acid mutation at amino acid 

240 (N240D), is the same as used in my study. Whether these small differences in the amino acid 

sequences can affect the function and response of the protein is an open question. A more 

thorough and standardized comparison between different isoforms in the same cell type and 

across cell types may help resolve the discrepancies in reported velocities. 
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Figure 5.1. Alignment of amino acid sequences of IFT88 from different species. Species in order 
from the top line (accession number in parentheses): Trypanosoma vivax strain Y486 (G0UA50), 
Trypanosoma brucei strain 927/4 (Q386Y0), Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (Q9FPW0), Danio 
rerio (Q6RUQ9), Mus musculus (Q61371), Gallus gallus (E1C168), and Homo sapiens 
(Q13099). The first line of the bar plot represents conserved residues. The green bar highlights a 
conserved amino acid, which is mutated in Michael Davidson’s plasmid construct. Orange bars 
highlight amino acids which are different in mammals compared to C. reinhardtii. Red bars 
highlight a missing region in the cDNA of IFT88 used in Hong, et al., 2018. 
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Mutation in the human IFT25 Ca2+-binding loop disrupted its localization to primary cilia 

 A structural study on the IFT25/IFT27 complex suggested a Ca2+ binding loop in the C. 

reinhardtii IFT25 protein (Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). A similar loop was also inferred in the 

human homolog of IFT25 (Heat Shock Protein HSPC034 or HSPB11) from X-ray 

crystallography and nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy (Ramelot, et al., 2009). 

This stretch of the polypeptide chain (amino acid positions 29-37 in the human homolog and 

positions 27-35 in the C. reinhardtii homolog) is in the vicinity of the interface between IFT25 

and its partner, IFT27, but orients away from the interface. In C. reinhardtii IFT25, the protein 

structural model suggested that amino acids at positions 27, 30, 32, and 35 coordinate the Ca2+ 

(Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID: 2YC2) (Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). In human IFT25, the Ca2+-

coordinating amino acids are in positions 29, 32, and 37 (PDB ID: 1TVG) (Ramelot, et al., 

2009). Single mutations in this region and Ca2+ chelation did not disrupt the complex in vitro, 

suggesting that the Ca2+-binding loop was not required to maintain the stability of the complex 

(Bhogaraju, et al., 2011). However, the authors did not exclude the possibility of the influence of 

[Ca2+] on the protein function in vivo. 

  In the present study, a mutant IFT25-mNeonGreen was also expressed. The mutant 

protein contained an aspartic acid (D) in the Ca2+-binding loop that was mutated to leucine (L) 

(amino acid position 32), via site-directed mutagenesis (Bachman, 2013). This change potentially 

disrupts the negatively charged profile of the binding loop while maintaining the steric effects of 

the amino acids. Stable NIH3T3 cells expressing wild-type IFT25-mNeonGreen formed primary 

cilia after serum-starvation, with the protein localizing in the primary cilia (Figure 5.2, A-C 

before serum-starvation, D-F after serum-starvation). However, stable NIH3T3 cells expressing 

the mutant IFT25(D32L)-mNeonGreen formed primary cilia, but without localization of the 
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protein in the cilia (Figure 5.2, G-I). Two possible explanations for this result are that: 1) the 

mutant IFT25 protein misfolded without a functional Ca2+-binding loop, causing its sequestration 

in the ER (Ellgaard & Helenius, 2003). Fractionation, protein purification, and structural 

analyses may be used to test this hypothesis; 2) IFT25 may require Ca2+ binding in order to 

undergo conformational changes and enter into the IFT complex en route to the cilium. 

Disrupting the Ca2+-binding loop might interfere with this process, preventing its interaction with 

other proteins in the complex and proper loading onto IFT trains. To test this second hypothesis, 

a detailed structural study of the protein and its interaction with the whole IFT complex, using 

cryo-electron microscopy and tomography techniques, will be needed. The question of whether 

the Ca2+-binding loop in the IFT25 protein has a structural or signaling role awaits further 

studies. 
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Figure 5.2. IFT25 with a mutant Ca2+ binding loop did not localize to primary cilia. (A-C) 
NIH3T3 cells stably expressing IFT25-mNeonGreen in serum-containing culture medium grew 
normally without forming primary cilia. (D-F) Upon serum-starvation (24h), these cells started to 
form primary cilia. IFT25-mNeonGreen was seen localized in primary cilia (arrowheads). Insets 
show co-localization of IFT25-mNeonGreen and antibody staining for acetylated tubulin 
(AcTub) post-fixation. (G-I) However, IFT25(D32L)-mNeonGreen, with the Ca2+ binding loop 
mutated at position 32 (aspartic acid to leucine), did not localize to primary cilia. Expression was 
lower than the wildtype protein construct. Arrowheads indicate the acetylated tubulin-positive 
region. Scale bars = 20 µm. 
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